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Women's Soccer
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OPINION

SPORTS
Men's Soccer

at Indiana
7 p.m. Friday

vs. Dayton
3 p.m. Saturday

[The Falcons also take on Northern
Illinois at noon on Sunday

BGSU Soccer Classic cancelled;
Falcons to lace only Flyers

Brandon Wray
takes on
the Man

Battle of Ohio

f

BOWLING
#. GREEN

vs.
OHIO
STATE

"It is very moving lifting the
flowers from where they were so
lovingly placed. Everyone is
picking them up so carefully because they are the people's tribAssociated Press photo
utes to the people's princess,"
said Maureen Ambridge, of the Two Women's Royal Volunteers
Women's Royal Voluntary Ser- sort through flowers and other
momentos at St. James' Palace in
vice.

^^

Kickoff: 1 30 p.m.
Television: none
Radio: WBGU (88.1 FM): WFOB
(1430-AM); WCWA (1470-AM).
The Line: OSU by 38.

London Thursday.

to Diana's Kensington Palace
home.
According to authorities, about
10,000-15,000 tons of flowers
have been left at St. James's Palace, Kensington Palace and
Buckingham Palace in tribute to
Diana, who died in a car crash in
Paris on Aug. 31. Diana's body
lay in a chapel at St. James's Palace until her funeral last Saturday. St. James's Palace is the residence of Prince Charles, Diana's
ex-husband.

■ A complete game
preview appears on
pages 6-7

Rally to kick
off OSU game

Flowers that can be saved will
go to hospitals and retirement
homes; the others will be turned

The BC News
• See FLOWERS, page four.

They are calling it the "Battle of Ohio"
and Falcon fans all over are ready to
cheer on their home team.
A pep rally is planned to kick off the
festivities for the BGSU vs. Ohio State
game at 8 p.m. today at the Columbus
Marriot North located in downtown
Columbus.
The clash between the two teams begins at 1:30 p.m. Saturday.
Freddie and Frieda Falcon will be
traveling there today to begin the weekend event. The rally was planned as a
way to involve University alumni with
current students. According to Nancy
Ellis, assistant director of alumni affairs, the atmosphere promises to be festive with dancing, food and of course, the
mascots.
Reservations were accepted, and admission is permitted at the door for a $10
charge.
Approximately 250 people are expected to attend the rally. The event is co-

Association gives
real-world advice

Venturing out into the real
world leaves most students with
feelings of uncertainty.
How to dress, write good resumes and make contacts are aspects that are not always covered
In the classroom.
The University's American
Marketing Association may be
what some near-graduates are
looking for.
The AMA is a professional organization designed for people of
all ages with an interest in some
area of marketing. By putting
students into a business-like setting, the AMA attempts to show

Low: 54

"Serving the Bowling Green community for over 75years"

LONDON - Volunteers on
Thursday began removing the
mountains of flowers left in
Princess Diana's memory at St.
James's Palace, carefully saving
the poems, letters and children's
drawings that declared a nation's
grief for its dead princess.

By JAMIE BUDZICK
The BC News

hazy

Volume 84, Issue 12
Bowling Green, Ohio

The Associated Press

□ Campus group helps
students with future career issues.

3c
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□ The mountains of
tributes left for Diana
are being removed by
volunteers and used for
charity.

The letters, poems and drawings will be stored until her family decides what to do with them.
"This is going to be a very
somber and melancholy job and I
think every volunteer is moved
and honored to be taking part,"
said David Welch, chief executive of the royal parks, which includes Kensington Gardens next
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FRIDAY

Diana's flowers
cleared away

"There are an awful lot of very
poignant messages on the cards.
You get a glimpse of one or two
as you work."
Each day, up to 40 volunteers
from the organization, plus Boy
Scouts and Girl Scouts, will help
gardeners from central London's
royal parks dispose of the heaps
of dying flowers.
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students how the real world runs,
as well as which areas spark the
most interest to them.
"We provide a little more
hands-on experience in getting to
know about things," said Heather
Giroux, AMA's vice president of
professional development.
That hands-on experience
comes through a variety of activities and seminars that AMA has
planned throughout each year.
Members can attend seminars
around the U.S., including this
year's national conference in
Dallas, as well as attend four
formal meetings at the University throughout the school year. At
these gatherings they can meet
professionals and students in the
marketing field, listen to
speakers and possibly develop
contacts.

• See RALLY, page seven.
University cheerleaders Jeremy Marshall
(left) and Ryan Salsgiver carry the Falcon
flag onto the field prior to last week's
game against Miami.
BG News Pholo by Jeremy Mania

• See AMA, page four.

BGSU receives candidate for public safety director
□ Kevin Cashen visits
the campus as a finalist
for the vacant position.

By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BC News

The first of five finalists for University director of public safety was on campus yesterday.
Kevin Cashen, executive officer for the
Norwalk, Ohio Police Department, spoke
with community and campus officials
throughout the day as a part of the inter-

viewing process.
Cashen said if he is offered the job he
hopes to continue the University * ?oals
in community policing. "Communication
is the key," Cashen said. "You have to not
only be a good speaker, but also a good
listener."
Cashen said by talking with the University community, helpful solutions and
ideas surface.
"I would take the information and build

from there," Cashen said.
During an open forum held Thursday
afternoon, Cashen answered questions
from various campus officials and students.
Cashen said he believes physical fitness of an officer is a benefit.
"Not only is it good for you, but an officer needs [physical fitness] to perform
certain tasks," Cashen said.
Although often times regarded as se-

1

,

curity officers, Cashen assures students
that the campus police are certified law
enforcement officers. He said they have
the same training and reponsibilities of
city police officers.
"They are sworn in just like city officers," Cashen said. "It is their responsibility to take care of [the community]."
• See CASHEN, page four.
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Plagiarism, cheating, and other great ideas
We've all thought about
It Maybe you have a paper to
write, or a proposal due
tomorrow or you want to score
points with a girl/guy you're
Interested In. At some time or
another in our lives, we've at
least thought about stealing
someone else's Idea.
Let's face It. Ideas are
hard to come by. There's so
much thinking Involved. And it
always seems to be under
pressure. You don't see
someone casually walking
down the street one day.
maybe stopping to buy a bagel,
and suddenly they blurt out.
"That's It. That's how we can
cure cancer. I can't believe I
didn't think of it before. But
seriously, rye bread? Who
knew?""
No. the advancements
towards the prevention and
cure of cancer are made by
people who spend the majority
of their lives studying and
breathing in toxic fumes,
people whose main goal In life
is to make some tiny discovery

TOM MATHER
before their funding gets cut.
It makes sense then that It
wasn't until I entered a place of
high stress (college) that I
learned how to steal ideas. In
college, they give you Ideas about
how to steal ideas.
I don't cheat on my tests.
But if 1 did. I'd probably take
more notes in class. Before every
test I've ever taken, the profesor
tells all the guys to take off their
hats, in case the answers are
written under the brims. I.D.s
are often checked to make sure
that you are the person who Is
supposed to be taking the test.
Professors hand out the graded
tests in class and demand them
back before the end of the hour
so that no one can make copies
for the next semester's classes.
Every time I hear one of
these in class. I can't help but
say to myself. "You know, that's
a really good idea!"
There are several important
points to remember when

stealing Ideas from others. For
example, when turning in a
paper that was written by
someone else, make sure their
name isn't on it.
Never let the person know
you're stealing their Idea. This
will make it harder to steal Ideas
from them In the future. If
possible, make sure the person
you are stealing your idea from
has been dead for at least 75
years so that copyright Infringement won't hold up In court. At
the same time, don't try and
pass off Hamlet as your latest
play.
To demonstrate what one
can accomplish using someone
else's idea, today I have stolen a
very good Idea from Ambrose
Blerce.
A newspaper columnist In
the early 19th century. Blerce
hit upon the Idea of writing his
own definitions to words people
may already know. These
definitions were later compiled
In The Devils Dictionary".
Since Blerce has been dead now
for approximately 75 years. It is

time someone stole his idea.
Without am . xtra babbling
on my part, here are a few of my
own definitions that begin in the
letter "h." because that's the
original kind of guy I am.
hard asset- an asset with a
value In and of Itself, (like a gold
ring). Ex: "Most people liked Mike
and thought of him only as a
friendly guy. but to everyone on
his Trlvlabowl team he was a
hard asset."
haploid one of something,
single, uncomplicated. "Josie and
I used to argue constantly, so we
broke up and lived haploid ever
after."
hsshillnger Quickly
forgotten and Intentionally left
out of the history books, these
were the real first "cowboys" of
the Old West. Long before the
California Gold Rush, these brave
and fearless souls first discovered
potatoes while panning for gold
near what Is now known as Boise.
The northwest Indians had long
talked of a mythical "River of
Potatoes," and this had drawn a
small stream of prospectors for
years, until the first potato was

discovered 'here in 1835. As
word of plentiful potatoes
spread, a fever swept the nation.
A path was formed, and quickly
thereafter was known only as
"The Idaho Trail."
Unfortunately, In their
rush, these starch-starved
prospectors had failed to bring
any weapons. Slinging hash was
their only form of protection, and
they were quickly conquered by
the Silent Indian tribe, who
spoke softly but carried a big
stick. Since history Is written by
the victor, these early prospectors were portrayed by the
Indians as a bunch of pagan
warmongers.
Later, U.S. troops conquered these Indians, and then
portrayed them in the same way.
The damage to the image of the
great western hashslinger was
irreparable, and the attention of
the media quickly turned to a
wonderful new breed of rugged
individual that had tamed the
wild cow.
heal- to bring together, to
resolve a situation. "When he
told his girlfriend to heel, she

kicked him with her high heel,
and their conflict was healed."
heart murmur an odd
sound produced by the heart. In
many cases caused by deformed
valves.
"Shhhh." said the doctor
as he placed the stethoscope
onto the patient. The room
quieted. "I can hear something,
but 1 can't quite make it out."
He turned to the mother.
"What is it? Is it a heart
murmur?"
"No. It's much worse. I'm
afraid It's a slow hum."
"Is there anything that can
be done?"
'Do you have a Hanson
CD?"
■Yes."
"Get rid of It Immediately."
"And this will get rid of the
slow hum?"
"No. But that's one less
Hanson CD."
(Let's Just hope that no one
copies their hair.)
Tom Mather is a columnist for
the News. Comments can be sent to
mather@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Thanks Black Swamp volunteers
The volunteer committee of the Black Swamp Arts
Festival thanks the scores of volunteers and many University groups and individuals that made the smooth running
of the festival possible. We are so happy that the University community works in tandem with the local communities In making the festival a success.
Youth Art alone used 200 volunteers. The Dance
Marathon organization at BGSU signed up dozens of
students who were a delight to work with. They asked to
help and came through like troopers In their bright yellow
shirts. Art students of Karen Kakas helped with everything
from a roving dragon to face painting.
Some organizations have become specialists and we
hope they return each year. The festival is very grateful to
the Phi Sigma Kappas, conveniently located on South
Prospect, for their help with clean up and overnight
security. The Graduate Student Senate again signed up
late night volunteers to help out in the Beer Garden and
food court as we aging "townles" were running out of
steam.
All In all. volunteers again filled nearly 500 slots. As
one of the artists remarked. "The volunteer level for such a
small town is phenomenal.'' We are glad that the University is part of our town and thank the many Universitybased volunteers.
Frances Brent
Jennifer Buskey
Cochalrs, volunteer committee
Black Swamp Arts Festival

From cradle to grave, the Man sticks it to us
"We learned too much at
school I Now we can't help but
see I That the future that
you've got mapped out / Is
nothing much to shout about."
-Pulp. "Mis-Shapes"
We all share a common
enemy. It's a nameless,
faceless entity that cannot be
killed by conventional means.
We may not be named John
Shaft but that doesn't mean
that we don't fight the MAN
each and every day.
Everyday, each one of us
deals with him directly or one
of his evil henchmen. He's like
Santa Claus In the fact that he
has people who dress exactly
like him and act like they are
the true MAN.
In order to be the true
MAN one must enjoy picking
on your average person
enjoying an average day who's
minding their own business.
In the world of Bowling

Green, the MAN comes Into our
lives more than we would like.
You go to the bursar to find out
that your financial aid has once
again been lost In the computer
system or that your schedule is
cancelled because you failed to
hit the pound sign on the Star90 when you registered six
months ago.
I know for a fact that
although I am supposed to
graduate In May. 1 will get a
lelter from the MAN In saying
that because I forgot to attend a
Welcome Week session during my
freshman year that my enUre
college career has been Invalid.
The MAN makes car theft
legal. Okay. I park my car In the
same spot when I go to work the
entire summer without a problem. The town is empty no one's
going to park there anyway.
School starts, I leave work on
a rainy Tuesday night around
10. My car. my property, is gone.

u

Seriously, what right
does anyone have to tow another
person's car? I can understand if
it was in a fire lane or a handicapped spot but I was simply in
a lot where any student should
have the right to park In.
So. my car's gone and I have
to call some local tower to get
my car back. I walk about two
miles to get my car and then
have to pay $50 to get it back.
For a college student, that Is
like two days work. I'm telling
you. towing cars is car theft,
pure and simple. Yet another
example of the MAN trying to
stick It to us.
On a more serious note the
MAN controls us In more ways
than we would like to admit. The
MAN controls much of what we
see and observe. Many of the
choices we think we make freely
are actually greatly Influenced
by corporations, politicians, and

other assorted bureaucrats.
We have all heard about
subliminal messages that say
"buy more popcorn" or "Judas
Priest Is God". These are funny
tales that "Hard Copy" delights in
showing you.
The MAN'S real influence in
much more subtle and frightening. Who starts the "Must See TV
ad campaign? People who want
your money and could care less If
their programming Is actually
worth anything. Everyone Is
trying to sell you something and
they create the Idea that It Is cool
and that you need to buy it to fit
In.
We re all Just victims waiting for
the MAN to try to take advantage
of us. Unfortunately, a lot of
fellow students are training to be
the MAN. People here are obsessed with getting a Job and
making money with no regard as
to how they do It.
A college of business could be

BRANDON WRAY

teddy bear was put together by
someone looking to
make a buck. Even the music
we listen to and hold as sacred
is brought to us by people who
are trying to get rich on somebody else's talent. If the world
was Not run by the MAN out
looking for money would we ever
see such crap as the Spice Girls
or Hootle and the Blowflsh?
Escaping from the MAN Is
impossible, but resistance Is a
must If you want to have any
Individual Identity. As responsible educated people, we have
to navigate carefully through
this world dominated by the
MAN. We also must promise to
ourselves that we will not
become one of his coconspirators.

called the
College of
Exploitation.
offering courses
In How To
Screw Your
Neighbor and
Make Them
Think They Got
a Good Deal.
These don't
make or create
anything, they simply market
other people's work. It's the art of
doing nothing.
Everything about our lives Is
dominated by the MAN since
birth. From the cradle to the
grave, from womb to tomb, we are
Brandon Wray is the city editor of
programmed by people who want The BG News and an occasional
our money or our vote and care
ranter and raver on this page. Comnothing about who we are.
ments, questions and exclamations can
Things as Innocent as a child's be sent to wbneil@bgnet.
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FACT:
Nearly 5,000 fans from BC are expected to
attend the football game at OSU.
FICTION:
Beating the spread is the last thing on
everybody's mind.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
UPCOMING

A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day:

EVENTS

Today's Question:
"What do you think of this
weekend's BG-OSUgame?"

Friday, 9/12/97

It*

w^^B
"It's disappointing that
this is the first time the
OSU game hasn't been
televised since, like,
'92."

)

Sarah Molnar
Senior
Child & Family DIpmt.

Matt Howiii.iiir
Senior
MIS

Arahn Hawkins
Sophmore
Computer Science

Katie Spacek
Sophomore
Accounting

"I think it sucks
because BG is going to
lose and my brother
goes to OSU and I'll
never hear the end of
it."

"Frankly, I don't give a
damn."

"I think they've got
their hands full, but I
don't think it's going to
be a blowout."

"I think we're going to
get crushed, but I really
want to go cause it will
be fun." Prediction: 4328 OSU

Friday, Sept. 12
Accuweather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

QUOTE OF
THE DAY

Barbara Bailey Hutchison
in concert (7 p.m.)
Ballroom. Sponsored by UAO

Columbus Marriott North, 6500
Doubletree Ave.. The Columbus
alumni chapter and Falcon Club
invite all alumni, members and
friends to this Friday evening pep
rally. There will be door prizes,
music, BGSU merchandise on sale, an
appearance by Freddie and Frieda
Falcon and the BGSU cheerleaders
plus wings, hot dogs, popcorn,
pretzels, peanuts, Cracker Jack and
soda. Cost is $10/person. Contact the
alumni office at (419) 372-2701 for
more information.

"I think one thing we can match is their
enthusiasm and their effort. Those are
things we have direct control over.
There's been history to prove that a lot
of different things can happen if you go
in contests like that."

MICH

Women's Cross Country
hosts Ball State, Western
Michigan (5 p.m.)
Bowling Green, Ohio.

Falcon Pep Rally (8 pm -11
p.m.)

TODAY'S

OHIO Weather

Dance Marathon Kick-Off
(Noon - 6:30 p.m.)
Union Mall. This event is to kick
off the year and get everyone
involved for the 1998 Dance Marathon and show support for terminally ill children in Northwestern
Ohio. Kick-Off for Dance Marathon
includes: Thon information and
applications, selling t-shirts, showing
Thon video, families talking, possible
food and band at 4:30 (band is Flving
Blind).

Inventing the Abbotts (8
p.m. and il p.m.)
Ill Olscamp Hall. Shown at 8 pm
and 11 pm on Friday and Saturday.
Admission is $2. Sponsored by the
University Activities Organization.
For more information call 372-7164.

Gary Blackney
BG football coach

FRIDAY FILM

Dance (8 p.m. - Midnight)
Eppler South Gymnasium.
Stepping Across Difference, a cultural
diversity experience, featuring the
Ark Band (reggae). FREE. Contact: 22682

Showers T-storms Rain

Flurries

Snow

Ice

Sunny

PI Cloudy

Dunking Booth (11:30 p.m.
- 6 p.m.)
Between Ed. Building and
Moseley Hall. Sponsored by BGSU
United Way Campaign Committee.

Cloudy

Saturday, 9/13/97
Football at Ohio State (1:30
p.m.)
Columbus, Ohio. For the second
time in six years, the Falcons will
play the Buckeyes. BG dropped a
hard-fought 17-6 decision at Ohio
Stadium in 1992.

TODAY'S

WEATHER

Today
Hazy. High: 71. Low: 54.

Here is the only guy in town — besides Scott Brown ~ who actually believes BG will beat Ohio State.

Saturday..

|ust like most homework excuses. FRIDAY FILM is not intended to be taken seriously. H*ve a good weekend.

Sunny. High: 79. Low: 54.

I^^ML,
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PACE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at the University. We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of our staff. Have a nice day.

jM4MC

Alpha Gamma Delta
Welcomes these Women
to Share in the Sisterhood

jMAtttb

PRINT POSTER SflBE
0/15-9/16

Come check out

In the
Ballroom
(Union)

this awesome
poster salel
Sept. 15-19,
10-5pm

Allison Barry
Jennifer Bartoszek
Carrie Cheuvront
Emily Deininger
Tricia Gold
Lisa Jewell
Meghann Kime

a/17-0/10
Community
Suite
(Union)

Julie Kozma
Jen Massucci
Heather
McLaren
Hollie Overholt
Maggie Stoll
Megan VanStee
Leslie Young

^pCT"

352-1504

GOOD IUCK
& FA1CONS &
From

Besf of Luck
DGSU
T

Dining Room

Delivery

ziontv

(/W\)
xuy
TRAVEL AGENCY
414 Wooster St.
352-5276
1-800-328-4123

TRAVEL AGENCY
SERVICES
• AirlineTickets
• Car Rentals
• Hotel Reservations
• Rail Tickets
• Cruises
• Tour Packages
• Travelers Cheques
• Passport Photos
• Travel Insurance

GO FALCONS
crush the
BUCKEYES
fc*

Total Sport
1045 Main St.

The calendar ofetvnts is a service of The
BG News for the community. Events
taking place on Saturday and Sunday can
he found on the University web page.

GOOD LUCK FALCONS!

AAA Memberships not required
for these services TAOOKJ

Sponsored by UAO

516 E. Wooster

BGSU Men's Soccer vs.
Dayton (3 p.m.)
Mickey Cochrane Field (Bowling
Green, Ohio). This match was to have
been part of the 12th BGSU Soccer
Classic.

353-3411

110 X. Main

352-9222
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because everyone who wants a
copy should be able to get one in
into an estimated 1,000 tons of the coming weeks," a spokesman
compost.
for Mercury Records said.
As the cleanup operation conAll profits will go to a memortinued, Diana's brother, Charles, ial fund in the princess's name,
the 9th Earl Spencer, met with and the government has said it
Treasury chief Gordon Brown to will contribute the sales tax.
discuss a lasting memorial to the
A videotape of the funeral also
princess. Spencer told reporters is being produced for distribuafterward that no decisions had tion.
been made.
"That is a starting point, enNews reports also said record couraging the charitable giving
shops have already ordered 1.5 that is taking place at the momillion copies of Elton John's re- ment," Brown said.
vision of his hit single "Candle in
Also Thursday, the half-sister
the Wind," which he performed
at Diana's funeral.
of the late Dodi Fayed, killed
Because of the short notice, along with Diana in the car crash,
manufacturers have pressed said the princess loved Fayed for
only 250,000 copies so far. "We his generosity, manliness and
are asking people to be patient, kindness.
Continued from page one.

A complaint of a bat In a house was reported to police
Monday night. The woman asked for police assistance and It
was released from the house.
A man lost his three-month-old black dog Sunday night.
Police located the dog and returned It.
Outside of Wal-Mart Sunday, three kids were playing on
the pay phone In front of the store. The manager said It was
an ongoing problem.
A man called police to report a woman was lying near his
car unconscious. Police arrived and saw that It was a man.
not a woman, and he was walking around. The man was on
his way from the bars and got sick
A suspicious vehicle was parked outside Taco Bell Saturday night. The couple In the car told police they were waiting
for a friend.
A woman called police and complained that a clothesline
was against her car. She said there was little damage.
A helicopter was frying over the football field Saturday and
a spectator complained she couldn't hear.
An Intoxicated man put gas in his car Saturday morning
and was arrested by police.
Six kids were smoking marijuana Saturday evening and
were arrested for drug abuse.
An underage student was standing at the comer of Clough
and Manvllle with a beer can In his hand. Police arrested him
for underage drinking.
A complaint was called In that five Juveniles knocked over
mailboxes while walking Sunday morning. Police dldnt see
any of the supposed postal service abusers.
A woman complained her screen door was ripped off, but
no one was Inside.
Someone reported a woman passed out by Burger King
Sunday night. Police didn't find the woman, only five people
eating.
A woman complained eight people were Jumping on her
trampoline. She told police they dldnt have any clothes on.
Police didn't find the naked Jumpers.
A woman called police because a lawn chair was moved to
her open bedroom window. She wanted extra patrol.

Jury hung in Utley trial
After nearly four hours of dellbration, the 12 member jury for
Desmond Utley hung yesterday evening. Court began early in
the morning with final arguments ending at 2 p.m. The jury then
received the case.
At 6 p.m. last night the jury was called into the courtroom and
announced they were unable to reach a verdict.
According to Judge Gale Williamson, a new trial will be set.
"We didn't do that tonight, but one will be set," Williamson
said.

Repaving project set for Stadium Drive
Stadium Drive and Loop Drive - the two access points to Perry
Stadium and BG's athletic department offices ~ are set for a repaving project beginning today.
Loop Drive begins at the Information Booth on the east end of
campus and runs behind Perry Stadium where it hooks into Stadium Drive. Stadium Drive runs from the stadium to Mercer
Road.
One of the streets will remain open for access to the stadium.
Weather permitting, the project should be completed by
Thursday.

CASHEN
Continued from page one.

Having a positive relationship
with the Bowling Green Police
Department is important, Cashen
said.
He explained that working
closely with surrounding agencies allows for better relations
between campus and city officers as well as the University and
the city.

PED problems being solved

Cashen is a graduate of The
Ohio State University and The
University of Alabama He has
experience in criminal investigations, budgeting, and
supervising personnel.
Cashen is a member of the International Association Chiefs ol
Police and an Ohio Association
Chiefs of Police member. He is
also the leader of a child abuse
task force.

Students living in residence halls requiring PED access should
not be alarmed if they are denied access to their building.
Parts of the PED system went down following an electrical
storm a few weeks ago. Remains of the problem are still affecting a small portion of students now, according to Wayne Colvin,
associate director of facilities.
Students experiencing problems should report them to the
front desk of their building or to the hall director to receive a replacement PED until the system is completely fixed.
Approximately 5,000 people use the PED system on campus,
including faculty, staff and students.

AMA
BW-3, the group stresses the importance of getting to know fac"A lot of people have gotten in- ulty as well as the other marketternships from it, because you ing students outside of the classmeet a lot of job contacts," said room environment.
"It's a great way to get to know
Michelle Pavelich, AMA's presithe professors, and you kind of
dent.
"You get to meet people from break the barrier of wanting to
other schools that are into the go talk to them," said Giroux.
same thing," said Giroux. "It gets "You get to know people in your
you looking toward I the real classes and that helps."
world."
The AMA is also involved in
Aside from rubbing elbows
with the marketing "bigwigs," other activities throughout the
AMA strives to accomodate stu- year. Splitting into specialized
committees, such as advertising
dents' needs on campus.
or sports management, they
Through a variety of planned work on different projects that
social nights at places like Chi promote all aspects of AMA and
Chi's, Campus Pollyeyes and give the students a chance to

work together in groups.
Last year they even had a fashion show in which the models
were dressed in business attire,
showing the appropriate fashions
that can be worn in a professional
setting.
"I would say the opportunities
that I got through AMA have
been tremendous," said Pavelich,
who credits the AMA for her current internship at Marathon Oil
Company.

Continued from page one.

A woman lost her husband while she was In a store. She
told police he was sitting In their car. Police found him sitting
under a tree.

.«» m> <*»

"I want to be a salesperson and
I get to talk to these professional
people and I have to sell AMA to
them, to make them want to come
and talk to us," said Giroux.
"Meeting all these people is con-
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tacts and that's going to help me
for what I want to do in the future, and I think it's just amazing."
Students wishing to find out
more on the AMA are encouraged to attend an informational
meeting on Wednesday, Sept. 17
in BA 116. From 5-5:30 p.m., the
meeting will be informal with
pizza and professors on hand.
The informational part will take
place from 5:30-6 p.m. and there
will be a repeat of that meeting
from 6-*:30 in the same room.
"It doesn't matter what major
you are, you can learn how the
professional world works," said
Giroux. "Business involves everything."
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Tackle one of the best apartments in Town

Extra Spacious Living • Awesome Locations • Exceptional Amenities
FOX RUN •
«
EDMONT
Close to Campus'Large Bedrooms'Furmshed/Unfumished'Appliances
Bath 8 1/2-X-tra Storage-Sound Conditioned-Gas-Heat-Ofl-Street Parking
See us lor other locations: 1 Bdrms. Elliaencies, Small Building Twinplexes.
Downtown Lolt Apanmenls, 2,3. S 5 Bedroom Houses.

SEE US FOR BGSU SOUVENIRS
T-Shirts
Sweatshirts
Kid's Clothing

Shorts
Mugs
Glassware

Jackets
Pennants & Flags
BGSU Blankets

And Other BGSU Merchandise

BGSU SeatCushions
Baseball Caps
Decals

University
Bookstore

Come See Us For A Full Listing of Locations and Properties
Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple St.
419-352-9378

#
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K&G Marathon
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GO
FALCON
FOOTBALL

Proudly Supports

the "97 FALCONS

Conveniently Located on Campus
Main Floor Student Services Building
Regular Hours:
8:00-6:00 Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-5:00 Friday 9:00-5:00 Sat.

LjsC«\J^IILu,UrCardJ

405 E. Wooster

149.1 Aftft

Mr. Bojangles
Again
Mon.

Free Pool All Day

Wed. Night

Dance Party

wSsmsML

BCDY3
vain
r

| BOWLING MMM MO

354-5060

Go Falcons!
GOOD LUCK TO COACH BLACKNEY AND THE 1997 FOOTBALL FALCONS!
liHimiMMIMMIMaaNMaNMM^^

|

Thurs.

Dimers 7-9 pm
Karoke 9 pm-2 am

Fri/Sat.
DJ Dance Party
Happy Hours 4-7 pm Everyday!
Free Food!
893 S. Main
352-9780

1096 B N. Main

o

American Heart
Association-'

CPR

can keep your love alive
1
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Sports
Sentiments from

the Sidelines
Jason
McMAHON
BG News
Assistant

Jim Tocco
Sports Editor
372-2602

Men's soccer kicks into
home opener Saturday

Sports Editor

Runners, not
skiers, want
your backing
Friday at five - what a wonderful time of the week.
The work whistle blows, classes are done, the weekend officially begins - and the gun is fired
for the Bowling Green women's
cross country meet, one of only
two home meets in the year.
Missy Lyne is in her fourth
year with Falcon cross country,
yet I was stunned when she told
me people associate her more
often with words like slalom
rather than endurance.
"Most people don't even know
what cross country is. They think
we're skiing or something," Lyne
said. "People have asked me
'How do you ski when there's no
snow?'"
Lyne and her teammates don't
ski; they run. 5,000 meters at a
time, and most of them do it
under 20 minutes consistently whether in rain, shine or snow.
It takes something special to be
a cross country runner. Something much more than talent t cross country takes an enormous amount of heart.
I'm not suggesting it doesn't
take heart to succeed in football,
tennis, lacrosse or any other
sport. But it's so much more evident in cross country.
What is also very clear is the
difference a crowd can make. No
runner will ever tell you that a
cheering audience has an adverse
effect on her performance.
Instead, she'll tell you that the
support offered via yells,
screams and just general presence can make all the difference
in the world.
It is a big help. But there are all
sorts of reasons why cross coun
try Is not a spectator sport: the
course is too spread out, all they
do is run, the runners can't hear
you anyway, etc.
Hogwash. Every last one of
them.
Yes, the course is spread out. It
has to be for the sake of the runners' sanity. But BG has what
Lyne called a "user-friendly
course." From "The Hill" on the
golf course, virtually the entire
race can be seen ~ "a great place
for spectators to just yell their
hearts out," Lyne said.
That hill is also where Lyne
said fans can offer the most support and have the most impact on
the race.
"Especially on the hill because
we go up that twice," she said. "If
you get people yelling for you to
get up that hill, it helps a lot."
Yes, all they do is run. That's
the whole beauty of the sport.
And there's nothing more thrilling than a runner's desperate,
last-ditch effort to move up a
place before crossing the line.
And yes, the runners can hear
you. It may not seem that way
when they pass by in a flash. But
they acknowledge your support
by reaching deeper within themselves, pushing themselves that
little bit more.
"It's only 20 minutes," Lyne
said. "They're exciting -1 think
they are."
They are. Friday at five - be
there, and be loud.

a The 3-1 Falcons take
on Dayton Saturday.
By JIM TOCCO
The BG News
BG men's soccer head coach
Mel Mahler thinks his team "isn't
playing the best soccer."
"On a scale of one to 10, we're
playing about a five or six," he
said.
He says this despite BG's 3-1
record, despite winning both of
its tournaments, and despite
holding the 23rd national ranking.
BG has an opportunity to beef
up against the Dayton Flyers
tomorrow at 3 p.m. in its first
home match. Dayton had been
scheduled as BG's first game in
the BGSU Soccer Classic, which
was cancelled due to the lack of a
fourth team.
The Falcons trounced Dayton
8-1 last year at Cochrane Field.
"That wasn't a fair assessment
of Dayton's program, though,"
Mahler said. "We were riding a
high, probably playing the best
soccer we've ever played here,
and it was their last game of the
year ... it was just a case of two
teams going in the opposite
direction,"
Bowling Green is 13-0-1 in its
last 14 matches at Cochrane
Field, dating back to the 1995
season.
But keep in mind that Mahler
says BG is playing "about a five
BG P«CWB
til.
Ncwi Photo
i-noio by
oy Tod
i oo McCloikcy
ftlcl lonkc >
or six." So he says that he and his Despite the tournament's cancellation, BG still faces Dayton Saturday.
team are confident entering the
Bowling Green leads the lifematch; however, he admits there controlling," he said. "A number
are some things that need work.
of times, we've actually helped time series against the Flyers by
"We have to do a better job of the other team's counter-attack." a 14-6 tally.
Last weekend, BG won the
Memphis Soccer Classic, topping
the hosts 5-0 in the first match.
And even though Memphis went
on to beat 11th-ranked Portland
in their second tournament
game, Mahler says the team
"came out flat" in the first 30-40
minutes of the game.
Pull name
• See OPENER, page eight.
Richard Landon Schneider
Year in school
Sophomore/Redshlrt Fr.
Major
Business
Nicknames
Rickey
•WHAT:
Birthdate
Men's soccer vs. Dayton
3-11-78
•WHEN:
Hometown
Saturday, 3 p.m.
Amherst
• WHERE:
High School
Cochrane Field
Amherst Steele
Career Highlights
Was a first-team Division II all-state selection as a

Meet

Athlete

Ricky Schneider • Football

frMen's "^
^Soccer ^4

senior completing 83-of-130 passes (63.8%)
Who is your favorite Smurf?
Hefty Smurf
What is your favorite color M * M?
Green
What should fans know about you?
I like to read
What is the stupidest thing you ever did?
Where do I begin?

Fall Plant Sale In Progress!!
"Great Savings!!"
6" Peace Lily
(Spathiphyllum)
Reg. $16.98
Sale $9.83

Cactus-All
Grafted Cactus

8" Pathos

Carnation
Special

Hanging
Basket
Reg. $16.98
Sale $10.95

25% Off

$7.95 per dozen

Fall Hours;
Mon. -Fri.: 8-5:30
Sat.: 8-4
Sun.: 12-4

BOfl Napoleon Rd.. B.G. • 353-8381

BC Newt Photo by Tod McCloikcy

Kerry McKee dribbles past a downed defender.

Falcons to take
on Indiana, NIU
□ BG faces the Hoosiers this evening and
the Huskies Sunday.
By JIM TOCCO
The BG News
The women's soccer team
faces yet another challenge
today in the form of national
power Indiana, but that challenge pales In comparison to
the monster on the horizon.
That looming shadow is the
Mid-American Conference
schedule, approaching faster
than a freight train.
Beginning Sunday, the
women launch into a stretch in
which six of seven opponents
are MAC schools. The trek begins with Northern Illinois,
the MAC team with the most
NCAA experience and also the
team selected to win the MAC.
Northern Illinois currently
holds a 2-1-1 record, after
obliterating Kent 11-0 last
weekend. The Huskies held a
68-6 lead in shots in that
match.
"They're sitting on top of
the MAC standings right now
which really doesn't mean
much, seeing as they played
Kent," said BG head coach
TomPiccirillo.
The day before that match,
Northern Illinois takes on
Toledo, which Piccirillo hopes
will work to BG's advantage.
"It's going to be an interest-

omens
Soccer ^
• WHAT:
Women's soccer vs. Indiana, Northern Illinois
• WHEN:
Fri., 7 p.m. at Indiana
Sun., noon vs. NIU
• WHERE:
Fri., Armstrong Stadium,
Bloomington, Ind.
Sun., Cochrane Field
ing (match) because of their
matchup with Toledo the day
before. We're hoping those
two teams just kill each
other."
Toledo's results have been
Impressive thus far, as the
Rockets have shot out of the
starting gate for a 4-0 record.
Toledo has shut out its opponents, outscorlng them a total
of 9-0. However, Piccirillo
says Toledo hasn't had any
quality opponents. "They're
4-0, but they beat a Canadian
team, they beat Buffalo .... I
don't think they've really had
results that have made people
worry and take notice," he
said.
Piccirillo said that Northern
Illinois asked to have the game
bumped back, but he couldnt
accomodate because of the
now-defunct men's BGSU
Soccer Classic.
• See MONSTER, page eight.

Women's
Health Fair
Wednesday, September 24th
11:00-3:30 pm
Where: In front of Union
(weather permitting)
If raining: First floor of Mac North Breezeway
Over 15 Exhibitors:
Women's Health Clinic
Public Safety
Student Health Service
Wood County Hospital
Center for Wcllness
Family Child Abuse
and Prevention
Center
Counseling Center
American Cancer Society
Student Rec Center
Bacchus & GAMMA '
Food Service
AIDs/HOPE
The Link
UAO
CASO
Womyn for Womyn
FREE GIVEAWAYS AND INFORMATION!
In honor of September Women's Health Month
Sponsored by the Student Health Service
and Center for Wellness and Prevention
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BATTLE OF OHIO:

BG-OSU

PREVIEW

The bigger
they are...
□ The Falcons are playing to win, but they realize the true importance
of the Ohio State game.
By SCOTT BROWN
The BG News

Bowling Green needs nothing
short of a miracle Saturday to
beat Ohio State.
But the members of the Falcon
team weren't talking about miracles this week. They were instead
talking about improving from
last week's win over Miami.
Whatever happens Saturday at
Ohio Stadium (1:30 p.m.,
WBGU-FM), the Falcons realize
that this game - albeit against
one of college football's premier
programs in one of its most
sacred venues - is just another
speedbump before another key
conference game next week at
Akron.
Saturday,
however, does
provide many
Ohio-bom Falcons a chance
to fulfill a lifelong dream of
playing on the
Buckeyes'
field.
Blackney

"Individually, each person will say it means
a lot to them," said senior John
Kuck, who used to attend OSU
games with his family. "What a
great place to play. A storied history, so many great names have
been through there.
"I think as a team, the game
doesn't mean much other than
another chance to get better. Win
or lose, it doesn't help us in the

conference race. Really, this is a
game just to play the best we can
and win some respect."
Kespect hasn't been shown by
the oddsmakers: the Buckeyes,
the No. 9 team in the country
coming off last year's Rose Bowl
victory, are 38-point favorites.
That doesn't mean much in the
eyes of the Falcons, who have
matched up well with "major"
non-conference opponents during coach Gary Blackncy's seven-year tenure (see related
graphic).
"I think it's exciting for the
players," said Blackney, who was
an assistant coach under Cooper
at Ohio State from 1984-90. "I
think it makes it exciting for
their families. For a lot of them,
it will be the only time they are
ever in the Horseshoe."
The game is a homecoming for
quarterback Bob Niemet, who
grew up in Columbus while attending Beechcroft High School.
A large group of family and
friends plan to attend the game.
"I get to go home and play in
front of a lot of friends and family," Niemet said. "Growing up all
my life in Columbus, I heard everything about the Horseshoe and
playing there. It's going to be a
real treat."
Niemet was in a diminutive
minority while growing up,
however - he considered himself
more a Michigan fan than an
Ohio State fan in high school.
He isn't the only player from
Ohio on the roster who prefers
the Wolverines, either.
"I bleed maize and blue," said
senior linebacker Kevin O'Neill,
who was born in Michigan before
moving to Ohio.
"Ohio State is something like a
dream for a lot of the kids on this

Hangin' with
the Big Boys
In BG coach Gary Blackney's seven-year
tenure, the Falcons have been a respectable 4-6 against their "major" nonconference opponents.

tf
1991
1992

at West Virginia
al Ohio State
at Wisconsin
EAST CAROLINA
at Virginia Tech
at N.C. State
at Missouri
at Temple
at Alabama
TEMPLE

1993
1994
1995
1996

Source BGSl Sports Information

L
L
L
W
L
L
W
W
L
W

17-24
6-17
18-39
44-34
16-33
15-20
17-10
37-31
7-21
20-16

Average margin
in thsM gam**:
- 4.8 points
Breakdown by
conference:
Big Ten - 0-2
Big East - 2-2
Indpnt. -1-0
Big 12-1-0
ACC - 0-1
SEC - 0-1

BG News Gt

"I think as a team, the game
doesn't mean much other than
another chance to get better. Win
or lose, it doesn't help us in the
conference race. Really, this is a
game just to play the best we can
and win some respect."
Kuck

John Kuck
Falcon center and co-captain

team," O'Neill said. "In that aspect, it's a big game."
As for being a decided underdog, O'Neill isn't worried.
"I look at some of the games
last weekend or even when Ohio
State plays other teams like
Wyoming ... it's like 'no way,'"
O'Neill said. '"Why would they

bother?' But when you're in that
situation, you just have to worry
about the immediate family - the
Falcons.
"We can't get concerned. Nobody expects us to win or play
well. I think that helps fuel some
of the fire sometimes. You just
want to play your best."

OSU has great depth, talent
□ On paper, the Buckeyes have a decided advantage over Bowling
Green.

"We have great respect for
everybody on our schedule. But
we don't fear anybody, either."

By SCOTT BROWN
The BG News

Buckeye quarterback
Stanley Jackson
ABtocLated

PTTH

Hie photo

On paper, it's frightening.
Ohio State is bigger, stronger
and faster than Bowling Green at
nearly every position. The Buckeyes are ranked No. 9 in the nation and are coming off a No. 2
ranking and Rose Bowl victory a
year ago.
The potential for a Falcon roast
Is there.
"I think the one thing we can
match is their enthusiasm and

John Cooper
Buckeye fcxnball coach
their effort," BG coach Gary
Blackney said. "Those are things
we have direct control over.
"There's been history to prove
that a lot of different things can
happen if you go into contests
like that."
The Mid-American Conference

POUR
16 FLAVORS ON TAP'

fm^ffl^mffi^

Same^W^ce,
Same Teams,
me
Diffe

btball!
135 N. Main

353-6912

Cooper

has already set a precedent
against the Big Ten this year,
with Toledo's big win over Purdue last week.
But Ohio State is no Purdue. In
fact, the Buckeyes are probably
closer to Florida -- the defending
national champion - than they

are to the Boilermakers.
Florida is coming off an 82-6
gutting of MAC foe Central Michigan last week"We have great respect for
everyone on our schedule," said
Ohio State coach John Cooper.
"But we don't fear anybody on it
either."
The Buckeyes are led by a
loaded offensive backfield. Quarterback Stanley Jackson is a
Randall Cunningham-type player
who can beat the opposition any
number of ways.
He is complimented by Joe
Germaine, another quarterback
who is more of a traditional dropback passer. The Falcons should
see plenty of both players Saturday.
• See TALENT, page seven.

GO FALCONS GO FALCONS GO FALCONS

Arthur Treacher's
Seafood
Fish, Chicken, Shrimp,
Chips, & more
We Also have broiled fish
& grilled chicken
Call ahead orders!
(next to College Station)
354-8700
GO FALCONS
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GO FALCONS GO FALCONS
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BG-OSU

PREVIEW

Bowling Green will win - really
So what if the Buckeyes are
38-point favorites? Ohio State is
ranked No. 9 in the country - but
who cares?
Bowling Green will still beat
'em. Really.
As a connoisseur of fine newspapers across the country, 1 try to
check out The Detroit News as
often as I can.
One of the neatest things I've
ever seen in that newspaper was
its Super Bowl preview last year.
One of the neat things they do is
have two of their columnists pick
sides of the Super Bowl and write
a column about how their respective team is going to win.
You ask, what have I been
smoking? How can I pick Bowling Green, that upstart team we
all know and love from the MidAmerican Conference, to defeat
the vaunted Buckeyes?
In the hallowed Horseshoe, no
less?
Read on, and you'll understand.
When I was contemplating our

Scott
BROWN
BG News
Editor

BG-OSU preview package, I

thought of The Detroit News. //
they can do it, why can't we?
Of course, there's a problem
with that: someone on our staff
was going to have to pick Bowling
Green to win.
Ouch.
Granted, the Falcons were
pretty damn bad the past couple
of years. In any of those years especially with as good as Ohio
State has been - there would be
no way BG could win.
That score would be Florida-CMU-esque.
But these are different BG and
OSU teams. The Falcons are a

much better team than the past
couple of years. OSU, meanwhile,
has probably lost a little step
from last year's No. 2-ranked
Rose Bowl championship team.
There was only one poor sap I
could possibly stick that assignment on: myself. After all, I've
been covering this football team
for three years now.
And besides, it was my birdbrained idea.
Here are a few certainties surrounding this game:
■ Bowling Green will not beat
itself. The Falcons haven't done
that in coach Gary Blackney's
seven years, and it won't start
Saturday - even if the OSU defense is among the best that a BG
team has ever lined up against.
■ Ohio State won't have its
"A" game together. The Buckeyes are still a young team, and it
will take a few more games before they begin to gel.
Besides, one gets the feeling as much as coach John Cooper

says they won't - some of the
Buckeyes might be looking past
the Falcons.
■ The Falcons have the emotional edge - and have nothing to
lose. OSU has everything to lose.
Unlike myself, Bowling Green
has approached this game the
right way. Instead of being brash
and cocky, the Falcons enter the
game with a quiet confidence.
They're playing to win - they
always do - but if they improve
on last week, regardless of the
final score, they will be happy
with themselves. And deservedly
so, too, because the Akron game
next week is bigger for the Falcons in the grand scheme of the
MAC race.
The Falcons have what it takes
to win this game - and here is
saying they're going to do it:
Bowling Green 19, Ohio State 17.
Really?

Are you kidding? OSU rolls
Let's be honest with ourselves
here.
As the Falcons prepare to take
on OSU Saturday, does anyone
really believe the Falcons can
pull this one out?
Well let's just say that most
Falcon fans aren't putting their
money on it. At least not straight
up without some points - like 38,
maybe.
Now, I am usually a very optimistic person about games, but
let's be a little realistic here.
We are not talking about Louisiana Tech or Miami of Ohio
here. This is "The Ohio State
University," defending Rose
Bowl champions.
Many diehard Falcon fans may
still say so what - a game is a
game that still has to be played.
I agree. Toledo beat Purdue
last week, a Mid-American school
over a Big Ten school. But OSU is
just a little bit stronger than Purdue, i.e. last year's 42-14 whopping of the Boilermakers.
Don't expect OSU to overlook
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BG either, at least not this year.
Not after half-heartedly beating
Wyoming in their home opener.
OSU wants this victory to be
swift and sweet.
Remember as BG just wants to
win games, OSU is more focused
on not just winning, but winning
by a wide margin to help hold or
move up on that No. 9 national
ranking.
The Buckeyes have also had a
week off to get healthy and to
find a way to get motivated. They
are looking to polish off all their
non-conference foes before heading into Big Ten play.
Putting aside the fact BG is
playing OSU, just looking at difference in size and speed is

scary.
I don't need to tell you that
OSU's offensive line significantly
outweighs the BG line. You don't
want to know how strong and fast
OSU's receivers are.
The level of competition between the two schools is enormous. If OSU had beaten Michigan last year, they could have
surpassed Florida and been
national champions.
Both the Gators and the Buckeyes did lose players to graduation, but Florida managed to whip
Central Michigan 82-6 last week.
Again though, BG fans will say
that any team (like the Falcons)
can beat any given team (like the
Buckeyes) on any Saturday
afternoon.
Wishful thinking.
OSU will beat BG Saturday, but
not for the reasons you think they
will.
The Buckeyes may have a
physical advantage over the Falcons, but it is their mental advantage that will win them the game.

m f Starting:
*X# Line-up"
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How the Falcons and
Buckeyes mMch up

#79 Rob Fehrman

OFFENSE
LT

Tyson Walter #77

LG

Rob Murphy #56

C

Eric Gohlstln #50

6-7. 270 lbs . freshman

6-5, 305 lbs . Ireshman

#73 Mark Kautzman
6-4.290 lbs., sophomore

6-5,300 lbs. sophomore

#58 John Kuck
6-4. 275 lbs , senior

6-3, 305 lbs . senior

66 Sam Hemke

RG

Ben Gilbert #64

RT

Brooks Burris #67

TE

John Lumpkin #85

QB

Stanley Jackson #8

FB

Matt Keller #23

TB

Pepe Pearson #29

#24 Damron Hamilton .. WR

Dee Miller #15

6-3.290 lbs . senior

6-5,295 lbs , sophomore

#62 Chad McCarthy
6-4, 275 lbs., sophomore

6-6,295 lbs , junior

#88 Tony Holcomb
6-4, 260 lbs. junior

6-8.260 lbs . |unkx

#12 Bob Niemet
6-2. 200 lbs , |unlor

6-1, 203 lbs senior

#2 Adam Lige
5-11. 235 lbs junior

6-0.230 lbs . sophomore

#20 Robbie Hollis
5-7. 205 lbs , |unior

5-10.206 lbs . senior

5-11. 165 lbs . senior

6-1,190 lbs . junior

#3 Terry Loville

WR

David Boston #9

5-7. 170 lbs , senior

Just think about it - you're a
Falcon football player, used to
playing MAC schools and occasionally a pretty good nonconference team (like Alabama
last year), but tommorrow you're
going up against a team that you
watched - and maybe rooted for
- on national television on New
Year's Day.
Just for comparison, think
about this.
BG home games usually see
around 20,000 people, with a little
bit of noise, but not too distracting for the players.
Saturday, you enter the Horseshoe feeling good and ready to go.
As you look up, waves of scarlet
and gray flood your eyes as far as
you can see, 95,000 screaming
OSU fans fill your ears - and
you're telling me that won't be
distracting to the BG football
players?
Sure.
Tod's Pick: Ohio State 42, Bowling Green 10.

6-3,205 lbs , sophomore

DEFENSE
#8 Letoskey Carey

DL

Clinton Wayne #90

DL

Winfield Garnett #68

DL

Jim Bell #95

6-3. 245 lbs , lunior

6-3. 240 lbs , Ireshman

#96 Gardner Howard
6-3. 290 lbs., senior

6-6. 305 rbs senior

#45 Dan King
6-1. 295 lbs . junior

6-5,270 lbs., senior

#46 Kinta Mitchell

DL

Matt LaVrar

6-1.230lbs. sophomore

6-3,220lbs. sophomore

#5 Todd Bush

LB

Kevin Johnson #52

6-0. 250 lbs., senior

6-2. 230 lbs , senior

#30 Kevin O'Neill

LB. Andy Katzenmoyer #45

6-2. 240 lbs.. senior

6-4.260 lbs, sophomore

#32 Joe O'Neill

LB

Jerry Rudzinsky #35

6-2, 215 lbs .sophomore

6-1.220 lbs, |unior

#23 Chioke Bradley

CB.... Antoine Winf ield #11

5-10. 195 lbs , senior

5-9. 180 lbs . lunior

#17 Junior Williams

CB

Gary Berry #1

CB

Damon Moore #13

5 9. 165 lbs . |unior

6-0.205 lbs , sophomore

#26 Chad Long
6-0. 180 lbs , Ireshman

5-11,200 lbs . lunior

#22 Tom Gabram

CB.... Ahmed Plummer #19

5-6, 165 lbs , senior

6-0.190 lbs., sophomore

SPECIALISTS
#16 Andy Pollock

P .. Brent Bartholomew #41

6-2,190 lbs . lunior

6-2, 205 lbs, junior

#11 Jason Strasser

PK

6-2. 175 lbs , sophomore

TALENT

Dan Stultz #47
6-0. 195 lbs . Ireshman
BO Nm~OrHl«c By SWNnaScnnH

Continued from page six.
That doesn't take into account
the Buckeye tailbacks - Pepe
Pearson and Michael Riley, who
might be the best pair in college
football.
•They look real good," Falcon
defensive lineman Letoskey
Carey said. "It's hard to key on
one player so we'll have to go out
there and just play ball."
If the Falcons are vulnerable at
all, it's up front where two sophomores and a freshman start.
The Buckeyes gave up four sacks
in their season opener against
Wyoming, while the Falcons recorded three sacks and numerous more pressures Saturday

against Miami.
BG senior linebacker Brian
Manns, who missed the Miami
game after suffering a concussion against Louisiana Tech, is
out for this game.
The Buckeye defense is formidable, particularly with alleverything linebacker Andy Katzenmoyer ready to prey on the
Falcon offensive players.
"I can't look over there and be
intimidated by Katzenmoyer,"
BG quarterback Bob Niemet
said. "I have to go about my
game plan, stay poised and make
the right decisions."
Blackney's sons have a nickname for Katzenmoyer: "Katzenmonster."

"He's from Planet X," Blaekney said of the 6-4, 260-lb. linebacker. "He's outstanding, a man
among boys. He's a differencemaker."
BG has to muster some kind of
running game - which clicked
rather well in the second half
against Miami - to have a chance
at the Buckeyes. With reserve
offensive lineman Eric Curl out
with a broken bone in his foot,
the BG line is extremely thin.
"Depth is a concern," senior
center John Kuck said. "Sam
Hemke is a great player. That
doesn't concern me, him being in
there. One more loss will really
hurt us, though."
The Falcons had the crowd

RALLY
Continued from page one.
sponsored by the Falcon Club.
"I think It definitely helps the
football players," Ellis said.
"From the alumni standpoint, it
renews good feelings toward the
University."
In addition to the pep rally,
Falcon fans are also planning
pre-game activities to raise the

According to Ellis, the tailgate
party and pep rally would normally be combined. But, because
the game is such a big event, the
sponsors opted for two separate
The party will consist of a lun- functions.
"I think any time you get a
cheon buffet, prize giveaways
and an appearance by Freddie large group together to share in
school spirit, it creates enand Frieda.
Tickets are $15 and about 650 thusiasm for the team," Ellis
people are expected to attend.
said.
excitement of the game.
A tailgate party will be held
Saturday at 11 a.m. outside of the
Drake Union in Columbus.

noise pumped up for practice this
week, but emulating the atmosphere inside Ohio State's hallowed Horseshoe Is impossible.
"It can be an Intimidating environment," Blackney said. "When
I was an assistant coach down
there, that environment was
worth 3-7 points before kickof f in
favor of Ohio State."
Blackney, the inside linebackers coach his last three years in
Columbus, remains good friends
with Cooper.
"I have great respect for coach
Blackney as a coach and a person," Cooper said. "He did a
great job for me when he was
down here and I'm sure that he'll
have his team mentally and physically ready to play.
"I just don't like playing
against my friends, because
someone has to lose."
Ryan Johnson contributed to
this report.

Directions to BG-OSU football
Here are the directions BG fans will want to follow to get to the
Ohio State game Saturday:
South on 75 to Findlay; take 15 East to 23 South; follow 23 South
to the Columbus Outer Loop (270); go west on 270 to 315 South;
follow 315 South to Lane Avenue and follow signs to stadium
parking.
Kickoff is set for 1:30 p.m. Travel time is estimated at a little
over two hours.
BG fans are urged to leave as early as possible Saturday.
Gameday traffic in Columbus can be hectic and long delays are
possible as early as 11 a.m. along routes 23,270 and 315.
The game is sold out.

For complete
game coverage,
check out
Monday's paper

Listen to WBGU
Sat. Sept. 13th
FALCON FOOTBALL
Pregame starts at 12:00

Falcons vs* Buckeyes
Game Starts at 1:30!
Sign up
beginning
Monday 9/15
$/f

Vs.

a$>y

Live on WBGU
e»
Right After the Game
"ON THE-UNE"
SPORTS TALK SHOW

4J;

WBGU

88.1
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Falcons waiting for MAC foes
□ BG hosts two conference rivals in its first
home meet of the
season.
By JASON McMAHON
The BC News
After a big victory last weekend and a big invite looming next
weekend, It would be easy for the
Falcon women's cross country
team to look past today's meet
against Ball State and Western
Michigan.
But Bowling Green likes to do
things the hard way.
The Falcons host the Cardinals
and Broncos in their first home
meet today. The gun goes off at S
p.m.
Both Ball State and Western
Michigan were picked to finish
below the Falcons in the MAC
race, and the meet doesn't have
any impact on the conference
standings. Don't expect BG to
look past the race, however.
"Any time we're up against
MAC schools, it's going to be a
big meet because it's kind of a
preview for the end of the
season," BG senior Missy Lyne
said. "We're not going to take it
lightly at all. We're going out to
win it."
Ball State, in fact, was tabbed
one spot behind the fourth place
Falcons and was ranked above
BG on two ballots. The Cardinals
enter this season as perhaps the
most improved team in the MAC
- and the Falcons will be gunning
for them.
"Our concentration is against
Ball State," BG coach Steve Price
said. "That's what we're going
for."
BG opened the season last
weekend at the Ohio Relays in
Athens. Matched up against Ohio,

^H
the preseason pick to win the
MAC, the Falcons surprised the
Bobcats and won the meet. Lyne
expects the success to carry
over.
"I think we're all excited about
(today's) meet," Lyne said.
"Coming off of last week's win,
we feel really good about that."
Today's race will be the first
true 5,000-meter competition for
BG. At the Relays, two athletes
were paired together and ran
alternating miles until 10,000
meters were completed. Several
Falcons were happy to open the
season with a unique meet like
the Relays.
"I'm glad that we didn't start
off with a regular 5K meet,"
Lyne said. "Last week was really
a great, great way to start off the
season."
In terms of MAC experience,
the Falcons and the Cardinals are
polar opposites. Ball State returns every one of its top eight
runners from last year, while BG
lost three of its top four.
Ball State's Shannon Dye has
already clocked a 17:31 this
season.
But BG and Ball State have one
thing in common: depth. The Falcons, bolstered by four transfers,
have several top-line runners.
Price expects juniors Jessica
LaFene and Laura Deneau to lead
BG's charge, followed by a
throng of brown and orange.
"I expect to see a strong pack
running," Price said. "I think the
strength of our team is we have a
lot of good, talented people running together."
The race will be run on BG's

^M^
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BASEBALL

Baltimore
New York
Boston
Detroit
Toronto

American league
East Division
W
1.
Pet
89
54
622
82
62
.569
70
75
.483
70
75
.483
70
76
.479
Central Division

W

'■

^STANDINGS

GB

_

7S
20
20
20.5

L
Pet.
CB
76 65
.539
72
72
.500
55
72
74
.493
6.5
Chicago
Minnesota
59 85
.410
ias
Kansas City
58 84
.408
185
West Division
W
L
Pet.
GB
Seattle
81
65
555
Anaheim
75
70
517
&s
Texas
68
78
.466
13
Oakland
60 87
.408
21.S
Friday's Games
N.Y. Yankees (Mendoza 5-6) at Baltimore
(Erickson 16-5), 7:35 p.m.
Boston (Suppan 6-2) at Milwaukee (D'Airtco 8-5), 805 p m
Cleveland (Wright 6-3) at Chicaao White
Sox (Drabek 10-10), 80S p.m.
Minnesota (Miller 0-3) at Texas (Burkett
7-12). &35 p.m.
Kansas City (Rosado 9-12) at Anaheim
(Watson 11-10). 10:05 p.m.
Toronto (Clemens 21-5) at Seattle (Olivares 6-10), 10:05 p.m.
Detroit (Keagl D 1-4) at Oakland (Isidwick
1 1). 1035 pm.
Cleveland
Milwaukee

.

-
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BG News Pholo by Jason McMahon

BG enters Bloomington today for a 7 p.m. game against
the Hoosiers. Indiana enters
the game at 3-1, having outscored its opponents 14-4.
"It will be an interesting
matchup with Indiana," Picclrillo said. "They're a good,

OPENER
cross country course, located
near the football stadium. The
starting line is on the intramural
fields on Mercer Road, and the
finish line is on the opposite side
of the stadium.
Much of the race will cover the
golf course, and can be viewed
from the hill.

• WHAT:
Women's cross country
• WHEN:
Friday, 5 p.m.
• WHERE:
BGSU CC course

84

60

GB

—

sa

65
12
18
32

79 66
545
73 72
.503
SB 85
.406
Central Division
W
1.
IVt
CB
73
72
503
Houston
35
Pittsburgh
70 76
.479
St. Louis
67 78
.462
6
75
Cincinnati
65 79
.451
Chicago
61 85
.418
12.5
West Division
W
L
Pet.
CB
81
65
555
Los Angeles
San Francisco
81
65
555
7
Colorado
74 72
507
69
77
.473
12
San Diego
Friday's Games
Cincinnati (Remlinger 6-8 and Schourek
5-7) at Philadelphia (Stephenson 6-5 and
Inter 9 15), 2,S.0Sp.m
San Francisco (Rueter 11-6) at Florida
(Hernandei 9-0), 7:05 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Batista 0-3) at Pittsburgh
(Schmidt 8-7), 7:05 p.m.
Montreal (Valdes 4-4) at N.Y Mets (Jones
14-8), 7:40 p.m.
Colorado (Thomson 7 8) at Atlanta (Mad
dux 18-4), 7:4( p.m
San Diego (Ashby 8-10) at St. louis (Morris
9-8), 8.05 p.m.
Los Angeles (Park 1*6) at Houston (Reynolds 6-10), 8:05 p.m.

-

-

physical team. They're in the
Big Ten, so they've got to get
used to playing the Big Ten
day in and day out."
Piccirillo says the women
wont be intimidated by Indiana with its great soccer
tradition and its home, Armstrong Stadium, which is as
big as some college football
stadiums.

Continued from page five.

BG sophomore Nikki Monroe will be one of several runners coach
Steve Price expects to be in the lead pack at today's meet.

Atlanta
Florida
New York
Montreal
Philadelphia

rational league
East Division
W
L
Pet.
91
54
628

Continued from page five.
BG then finished off the tournament by beating the University of Southern Alabama 2-1.
Next weekend, the men launch
Into what will be one of the most
difficult weekends of the year.
They travel to Indianapolis to

face Indiana - the team that
knocked the Falcons out of the
NCAA Tournament last year, and
that Is now the top team in the nation - and also Butler, another
NCAA Tournament participant.
This takes place at the
Nike/Snickers Soccerfest, next
Saturday and Sunday.

LIVE

JOHNNY RODRIQUES
SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER
13
10 PM-2 AM
NO COVER

t
BOWNGGflEDiCHO

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
PART-TIME
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
THAT ARE OUT OF THIS WORLD

9

• Gain Valuable Experience
• Earn Great Pay
• Enjoy Incredible Benefits
• Receive Paid Vacations
• Choose From Varied Shifts
BEAT THE
BUCKEYES

GO FALCONS

For Additional Information

Call 1-800-JOBS-UPS
or www.ups.com
or visit the BGSU Career Services Center
at Saddlemire Student Services Bldg.
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Tod McCloskey
Entertainment Editor
372-2603

Entertainment

J-IIUii.

WHAT'S HOT!
>Ten
1. Marian Carey - Honey
2. Backstreet Boys*Quit Playing Games
3. Usher- you Make Me Wanna
4. The Notorious B.tG. - Mo Money Mo Problems
5. Leann Rfrnes - How Do I Live
6. Puff Daddy & Faith Evans - I'll Be Missing you
7. Spice Girls - 2 Becomes 1
8. Third Eye Blind' Semi-Charmed life
9. Aqua - Barbie Giri
10. Jewel - Foolish Games

BSlii
1.;Fte Down Below
2. G.I.Jane
Money Talks
Hooolum
ASrforce One
Conspiracy Theory
Excess Basgage
Copland
Mimic
10.Men in Black

tared Preae p»««e

Michael Douglas runs not only from his past, but also from those who
play in "The Came."

What's On Tap
By TROY REYNOLDS
The BG News
■ Easystreet Friday - Mu
Saturday - Ann E. DeChant
■ Main Event Friday-L7
■ Howard's FridayEvolloto, Monkey Chunk,
Paper Plate
Saturday - Solid Frog
■ Olscamp UAO film,
Friday and Saturday "Inventing the Abbots"
Oasis's new album, "Be Here Now".

Oasis returns bigger, louder
By ROBERT SZORADY
The BG News
He was not a man. He was a
creature. A creature of pure Intimidation. Slender to the point of
emaciation, with a complexion
like that of Richard Nixon in the
1960 U.S. Presidential debates,
he eyed me with cloudy gray
eyes bloodshot from what I inferred to be from smoking an illegal plant.
I mustered up all the courage
of my being and asked the fateful
question: "Do you have the new
Oasis album?,".
It took a moment to register
within his thick cranial cavity,
but I think it got in there. He arched one eyebrow and replied,
"Aren't they a bit," he paused,
"popular?"
Ah yes, popularity.
Some base their lives on attaining it, some self-religiously try to
escape it and all bask in its surmised glory. But what does this
have to do with the new Oasis
album, "Be Here Now," released
a few weeks ago.

For those (and for me, I must
admit) based on rock bands that
supposedly rebelled against
mainstream norms while making
millions upon millions of dollars,
shouldn't we feel a bit guilty
about listening to a band who actually smiles, instead of performers who do little but pout and
whine (Fiona Apple) or who just
go off and die like that moral philosophy class of ours that makes
absolutely no sense and will be
useless to us in the future?
No, of course not. That's stupid, repressive and fascist. Oasis
is big, beautiful and totally stupid, the way rock bands should
be. It's really no wonder why
they're so popular.
They wear ridiculous clothes,
say silly things in public, drink
and do enormous amounts of
drugs. Just like today's kids.
But I disagree. Let us go to the
music: the reason why I'm here
writing this and you're hopefully
still there reading this.
The album starts out promisingly enough with the sevenminute epic "D'You Know What I

Mean?," complete with orchestra
accompaniment, backwards
guitar and presumedly the kitchen sink.
It then moves on to the convulsive rocker, "My Big Mouth," a
perfect song to retaliate with
those people down the hall who
play Sublime all the time. Ballads
are a bit under-represented on
the album, the only ones being
the beautiful "Stand By Me" and
"Don't Go Away."
A standout (one of many) on
the album is the nearly tenminute song "All Around the
World." I took a shower, did my
laundry, went for a bite to eat
and this song was still playing
when I got back.
All songs, as usual, are written
by lead guitarist, Noel Gallagher,
probably the worst lyricist writing today, with the possible exception of Natalie Merchant. But,
if you buy this album, it won't be
for the words. It will be for the
music. That's rock and roll for
you. Whoops, I gotta go. "King of
the Hill" is on.

The Game' gambles with the
startling, exciting unknown
ByTOMDENK
TheBC News
What is the secret to "The
Game"?
One "Game" contestant quoted
scripture in his response. Citing
John 9:25, he said, "One thing I
know. I was blind but now I see."
Watching "The Game" is very
much like playing the blind man.
What lies a few feet down the
road is a complete unknown.
Nicholas Van Orton (Michael
Douglas) is the man who seems to
have everything. Although his
worth exceeds $600 million, he's
unable to obtain an elusive inner
peace.
His estranged brother Conrad
(Sean Penn) attempts to provide
him that happiness via a mysterious birthday present: A trip to
the intriguing Consumer Recreational Services (CRS).
After an unusual game initiation, Nicholas struggles to function in the chaotic and offensive
society he had previously and
openly alienated. He fights to
beat not only the game's creators, but also a traumatic childhood.
The CRS game was given to
him on his 48th birthday, the

same birthday his father chose to
plummet to his death from the
roof of his family's mansion.
Throughout the movie Nicholas
is forced to examine his past and I
determine if he's headed to a
similar untimely demise. Director David Fischer ("Seven") lets
this deep thriller develop at the
perfect pace. Fischer rejoins
"Seven" screenwriter Andrew
Walker, who co-wrote the
screenplay with John Brancato
and Kevin Ferris III.
Fischer has apparently turned
some important heads in Hollywood. After his directorial debut,
"Alien 3," was considered a flop,
he rebounded successfully with
his thriller "Seven." After he
puts the wraps on his next
project, Fischer will begin his
work as first assistant director to
George Lucas for the first "Star
Wars" prequel (expected in
1999). Fischer once again provides audiences a dark soulscraping movie that questions
the limits of the human psyche.
Like "Seven," "The Game"
surely wont be remembered as
the "feel good movie event of the
year," but It will definitely be
remembered.

"The Game" provides viewers
enough information to let them
think they know what's coming
up next, but in each scene, Nicholas is presented with a different
and deadlier dilemma.
Douglas' casting for this film
was excellent. He remains one of
the few leading men capable of
playing such a complex character. Douglas is able to keep his
character likeable (but not "Travolta corny"), despite Van Orton's distant and callous
demeanor.
Meanwhile, Sean Penn has
seemingly placed himself among
Hollywood's best supporting
actors in the ranks of Val Kilmer
and Tommy Lee Jones. Penn continues to excel in roles where he
can play a wild card character.
Other surprisingly profound
efforts came from relativeunknown Deborah Unger, and
the more accomplished James
Rebhora. Rebhorn (who played
Secretary of Defense Nimzicki in
"Independence Day") supplies a
lighter, comforting side to his
character that spurs all his
scenes.

A reality-confusing recreational activity, a fight against unidentifiable forces and characters who are impossible to determine if they are harming or
helping the main character, "The
Game" initially sounded as If it
should be titled 'Total Recall 2."
Pleasantly surprising, "The
Game" provides a more startling
and exciting finish than the big
budget action monster.
Although the fall movie season
typically offers movie lovers
little else but reasons to fire up
the VCR, "The Game" is perhaps
Auoclaled Pren pholo
the most engrossing since "The
,
Usual Suspects." "The
Nicholas Van Orton (Michael Douglas) sneers at his own image won- Game"should
Game„,
prove to be the big
dering what will happen to him next in "The Game".
surprise movie of 1997.

Michael Douglas hopes for success with new film 'The Game"
The Associated Press
NEW YORK -- Michael Douglas
sees his latest movie as "a
Scrooge parable" in which he
plays a self-involved, coldhearted, bah-humbug type, a man who
lacks spirituality and love.
Yep, once again it's "no more
Mr. Nice Guy" for the actor who
won an Academy Award for personifying 1980s greed in "Wall
Street," battled his wife to the
death In "The War of the Roses"
and endangered his family by
cheating on his spouse with a
psycho In "Fatal Attraction."
"Playing victims is not a lot of

and don't pigeonhole him in any
fun." he says.
In "The Game," he's a multi- "persona."
"When people come to me, they
millionaire businessman with a
control freak streak as wide as a say, 'When I see your name, I
paint-roller. For his 48th birth- don't know what kind of picture
day, he gets a "gift" that strips it's going to be, but I know it's gohim of his sense of power and ing to be a good picture."
Single women wanted to boil
privilege.
He attributes his willingness to somebody for the depiction of the
play unlikable characters to his desperate woman with whom he
"risk-taking" inclinations and his has an affair in "Fatal Attrac"insane confidence or belief that tion," homosexuals were angered
you can do that because they (the by the lesbian link to murder In
audience) know that you are li- "Basic Instinct" and many P.C.
sensibilities were offended by
kable."
And at this point in his career, the role reversal in "Disclosure,"
he feels that audiences accept in which a corporate virago sexhim in different kinds of roles ually harasses a man. Some even

saw his Great White Nerd in
"Falling Down" as an apologia
for bigotry.
Douglas says he concerns himself with the quality of the movie
first, then his part
The first feature film he produced (with Saul Zaentz) won
five Oscars, including best movie
- 1975's "One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest." Since then he's
produced "Romancing the
Stone," "Starman," "The Jewel
of the Nile" and this summer's
hit "Face/Off," directed by John
Woo.
"Some actors really just look
for their part, and turn the pages

(to the script) and see how their
part is," Douglas says.
"I like movies. I want to be in a
good movie. A good movie is
more important than a good role.
For an actor, a role has to serve
the function of the movie. There
lias to be a purpose for that role
to make the movie work.
"So I try to see what my responsibility is to the movie, because if the movie works, then
we all benefit. Good movies have
a way of making everybody look
good. Sometimes you get singled
out in a bad movie, but generally
a bad movie pulls everybody's
work down."

An admittedly indifferent student, he attended various schools
before completing his secondary
education at the elite New England prep school Choate. Although he was accepted at Yale
University, he chose to attend the
University of California, Santa
Barbara He flunked out in
freshman year, then knocked
around for 18 months before returning to the school and majoring in drama, getting his degree
In 1968.
Douglas warmly talks about
his father and sounds glad to be a
chip off the old block.
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Midstream Travel III, Inc.

Air Travel Experts
Vacation Planning
Free Ticket Delivery

UNIGLOBE Emergency
Rescue Line:
Seven Days A Week
24 Hours A Day

A natworfc ot over 1.100 travel agencies worldwide
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Bowling Green
312 N. Main St
352-9336
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8 AM to 5 PM
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DIXIE

DRIVING RANGE
Buy 1 bucket of balls,
get 2nd bucket off equal or
lesser value free.
EXPIRES 10-17-97

o

19001 North Dixie Hwy.
(2 miles North of B.G.)
Bowling Green, OH
419-353-1420
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'Music Man' shows strong performances

Destroy the Bucks.

By JULIE HOPPES
TheBGNews

GO FALCONS
1544 E. Wooster
T 11

Friday. September 12, 1997

352-0461
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BILLIARDS and SPORTS BAR
( \ cross from Harsh man)

Newly Remodeled
Happy Hour Drink Specials
EVERYDAY!

The encore performiuices of
Meredith Willson's "The Music
Man" held on Sept. 5 and 6 by the
Bowling Green Summer Musical
Theatre proved to be phenomenal.
Willson relays a story about an
innocent little town in Iowa in the
early 1900s. River City soon gets
corrupted by a con-man by the
name of "Professor" Harold Hill,
brilliantly portrayed by Paul
Hunt.
Harold Hill goes to River City
in hopes of creating a marching
band for the children. He then
plans to quickly leave town, leaving River City with a shipment of
uniforms and instruments behind.
Hill proceeds with his plan by
convincing tne citizens of River

City that the pool table they just
installed would cause their town
all kinds of problems. Professor
Hill does his job as he sings "Ya
Got Trouble" to the townspeople,
and convinces the citizens that
the only tiling that can save their
town from this destruction is a
boys' band, of course! The
townspeople then begin to envision "Seventy Six Trombones"
leading a big parade.
Everything is going according
to plan until Hill meets up with
the town's librarian, Marian
Paroo, who, at first, shows complete distaste for the obvious
con-man. This immediately
sparks interest in Hill as he tries
to gain her attention, and then
her heart.
Meanwhile, Marian, portrayed
by Robin McEwen and Carrie
Sanderson, sings to her piano

student about her special
someone as she sings, "Goodnight, My Someone." The audience seemed to be moved as Marian's beautiful voice sang of true
love.
Hill, still on his mission, gets
four grown men who have hated
each other for years to form a
quartet. The men grow inseparable as the barbershop quartet
amazes the Intent audience with
their angelic harmony In "Lida
Rose."
As Hill schemes, he is slowly
earning the trust of the townspeople of River City. But he has
yet to convince Marian of his
charm. Winthrop, Marian's little
brother, enters the picture, ,
portrayed by the young talent of !
Alex Hanna. He Is a young boy
who rarely speaks, even whenj
spoken to. Eut under the in-

fluence of Hill, Winthrop is soon
singing about "Gary, Indiana"
which touched the hearts of
everyone in the audience. This
act also melts the ice between
Marian and Hill.
From here, the musical begins
to venture toward the end, offering love, scheming and a happy
ending. The ending effectively
caps off "Music Man" with fervor, music, and elation to satisfy
any audience.
"The Music Man" proves to be
an excellent show from the orchestra to the set and design.
"I thought the orchestra really
set the mood for the whole
show," said Angie Williams, a
freshman.
"The music and scenery was
really impressive. I loved the
show," said Valerie Hoslar, also a
freshman.

((muClMY^OitfOiaV-ttliNik

The End of Violence'
excites, lacks focus

BOWLING GREEN
MUSIC & SOUND

The Associated Press

ART ■ AMPEG ■ JACKSON ■ OVATION
YOKKVILLE ■ DOD ■ RANE ■ AKG
CRATE ■ EPIPHONE ■ & MUCH,
MUCH MORE

BUY • SELL • TRADE • NEW • USED
GUITARS • AMPS • ACCESSORIES
LIGHTING • DJ • PA • KARAOKE
SALES « RENTALS « SERVICE « LESSONS
FINANCING AVAILABLE
Call Us'

photo courtesy of Public Relations

From left to right, three < li.ir.u tors of "The Music Man": Ale* Hanna,
Robin McGiven, Paul Hunt.

r—^

352-6612 f

Spielberg on top
of best-paid list

130 E Wooster

w^am/Amr/////////////^^^^

I Don't Just Sit There, f
I De Part of The Action! I
CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS
§w//////////^^^^^

Begins Monday Night
221 Eppler Hall in the
North Gym
7:00 p.m.
All Men & Women
Invited!
Wear Appropriate Attire

i
!
g

I

?'s coll 354-4337

$201 million.
"Times have changed. So has
Oprah. Her daily fare is much
more tame," the magazine noted
in its Sept. 22 Issue.
Special effects also brought
George Lucas $241 million and a
No. 2 ranking - his debut on the
list - after the re-release of his
"Star Wars" trilogy.
And the author of Spielberg's
"Jurassic Park" sequel, Michael
Crichton, earned $102 million
and a No. 4 ranking, the highest
any writer has reached.

The Associated Press
NEW YORK - In the paycheck
race, Oprah Winfrey and her TV
parade of human triumphs and
foibles has lost to Steven Spielberg and his computer-generated
dinosaurs.
Spielberg, producer and director of "The Lost World: Jurassic
Park," returns to the top spot on
Forbes magazine's list of the 40
best-paid entertainers - he made
$313 million in 1996 and 1997.
Winfrey is a distant third with

Country Line Dance Lessons
Beginners -/p.m. Mondays
4wk(9/15- 10/6) $20.00
Intermediate/ Advanced 7p.m. Wednesdays
?.

I

Good Luck BGSU Falcons!

MONDAY MIGHT FOOTBALL
Join us during the guinc for great food &
drink specials!

e Crossroads ^Banquet Qenfer
1129 S. Main Bowling Green(Nexi to K-Mart) 353-9904

J-J -to 'Z Dfflh Cziynn
352-5042 • 148 S.

MAIN

• Resume Service • 1 Veor Storage uiith 1/2 price updotes
• Course Readings • Reports/Papers • Dissertotion/Thesis
• Transcription off cassette topes • Copy 6i Fax Services
• Scanning Services • Bulk Mailing for organizations
I PS W IIIOKI/I II
SHIPPING (II 11 I I

M I in

IKI/I

H FEDERAL EXPRESS

SHIPPING

CENTER

The big bad government
strikes again.
Hollywood's favorite villains,
those supersecret agents of
point-blank murder and clandestine plots, have devised their
greatest weapon so far. It's a
scanning device that can spy on
an entire city, zeroing in on a
street corner while a crime is in
progress. Zap! Law officers arrive seconds later and nab the
criminal.
As an FBI boss (the conspiratorial Daniel Benzali) proudly
says: "This Is the end of violence."
Wim Wenders' "The End of
Violence" has an important message about the ultimate invasion
of privacy, but It is delivered in
such a murky way as to baffle all
but the most sympathetic of audiences. Call it an existential
conspiracy movie.

McDowell) announces she is
leaving him. He continues with
his calls.
Also like Steve Martin, the
purveyor of violence becomes a
victim himself; a pair of carjackers aim to kill him and make off
with his Mercedes. They end up
with their heads blown off.
The chastened producer goes
on the run and is given shelter by
a Mexican family of gardeners.
Not only is he suspected of murder, but he also realizes he is being pursued by assassins. The
reason: An unknown person has
unloaded a 400-page document on
his e-mail outlining the FBI
project.
The sender Is Ray Bering (Gabriel Byme), a former NASA
computer expert who has misgivings about the surveillance
system though he took part in its
Inception. He continues to work
for the feds in an observatory
(actually the Griffith Park Planetarium). Bering realizes he himself is also a potential target of
the marksmen.

Like Steve Martin in "Grand
Canyon," Mike Max (Bill Pullman) is a hugely successful producer of violent movies. He conducts his empire poolside at Malibu, with cellular phones and a
computer screen that allows him
"The End of Violence" contains
to view the dailies from his film numerous plots and subplots.
projects, as well as his callers.
There's a romance between a
stuntwoman-actress (Traci Lind)
Inside the palatial house, his and a dogged detective (Loren
neglected wife (Andie Dean).

Looking for a great Party?
College Republicans every
Tuesday 8:30 pm
114 Education Building
The Best Party In Town!
The board of Black Cultural Activities
is having an organizational meeting
Tues. Sept. 16,
1997, 9pm in BA 117. Those
interested in being an executive
board member should be in
attendence at this meeting. If you
have any questions contact the
BBCA office at 372-2842.

$1.25 Fare
l in Elderly, Handicapped Persons.& Children 4 l'» Adult
Tramil l.l) Card Required'
'AlHhMeslOnM . Ailmini.lr.iioi lOflkt <S4 62111
▼

Diicoum i.ui tickets Available Plene Call 3544203 For Intomi.iin.n
T

(Ttildren Ride Free'
'4 Year*, or Younger, or Under 4(1 Pounds, wiih an Adull
t. hklrcn Muvt Kuk in Chikl RoanM Vjl. I'r... kVJ

Juife •!«•>•. «•••<» ■ •!♦♦•• S'ls-4MONDAY:

TUESDAY.

Happy Hour Drinh Speaals from 3-fl
Complvnsfflary Muncfiies (rom 4- 7
1/2 Pnc« apfMOzars Uom 4 7
Special pric* munchies during rrw Game

Happy Hour D'inn Spec als *rom 3 9
Complimentary Muncrties 'rom 4-7
MARGARITAVrllE All marganlas SI of III! 9
20C wings A 99c Ofaft beers Irom 6 9

WEDNESDAY
Happy Hour D"nk Specials ffom 3 9
Complimentary Muncntes irons 4 7
' Dogi N Drafts
$1 49 for a Hoi Dog and a Deer

THURSDAY:

(Lounge Only)

Happy HOu' Dun* Specials from 3 7
Complimentary Muncntes Irom 4 7
MARGARITAVILLE II All marganlai $1 OR nil 9
Taco Time 7Sc lacos I'om 6 9
99c Dralt beers Dl 9

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Van "

till Available: Wheelchair Access ti (iroup Scjnni;

Hours: 6:(M) a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday
Plcisr kidmci kaua i~'*

B.G.Taxi352-0796

111.11* (»l JIMS -ill

hr ndin|t

i

-ill

I

\t

IMMII

In Inn

MT\ 141'

* .rnk. i. lnuixivJ
itnUicc grwH Item
0001 A II v
inc. Ilui inliKiiuiion i>
1 at jiljhlc t» l>ii^c prinl
.ii«l .ni.lHiij|»r iiiimji
upon r«n»r*l

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

The Ark
Band

REGGAE
BG vs. OSU
Enjoy great drink
prices!

19 and Over Every Night

i

i
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Campus i urns Hraienu
'Inventing the Abbota'
Sapl 12il3.8» 10pm
S2 00 or Bu'sarabie

LOST & FOUND

DM • DANCE MARATHON ■ Del

Found' Red Schwmn girls lOepd.
Call 353 0075

Come to the 19M Dance Marathon
Klck-ott at the Union Mall on Sept 12
trom 1-Spm. Help make mtradei happen
m the lives of children.

SERVICES OFFERED

DM ' DANCE MARATHON ' DM
tCASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS A SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
FROM PRIVATE 1 PUBLIC SECTORS.
GREAT OPPORTUNITY. CALL NOW.
H00-8M-MW.

Go Greek!
Go Greek!
Fraternity Rush
Sept 10. 11, 16. 1/
Chapter open house

Pregnant??
FREE Pregnancy Tests
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

7:30pm lo 9:30pm

Sound Parade

GoGreekl
Go Greek!
Lets go lo Cedar Point

9/20/97 Leave BG at 9am
$23 w/o transportation $25 w/ transportation
Sign up m the UAO office starting 9/?.
ThillaBURSARABlF

by Tony Cavallario

SKYDIVE NOW" 10 minutes from BGSU
1st jump courses every Sat. or Sun. Student 8
group discounts. VISA ft MC accepted.
SKYDIVE BG' 352 5200

PERSONALS

LOOKING FOR COMMUNITY

Spiritualized'9

Spiritualized • Ladles and Gentlemen we are floating
in apace
Spiritualized Is an line adventure. Like the title
suggests, this record Is somewhere beyond this planet.
Spiritualized Is closer to early link Floyd than anybody,
going from annoying obscurity to simple catchy melody
in almost every song. And best of all. you can't tell what
hell Is making that sound half of the time. Guitars? Keyboards? A twelve piece orchestra? A Gospel Choir? Quite
;i feal for a rock band In the age of the short attention
span.

Real Good

The Crystal Method • Venus
Critics have said that electronlca wave the Crystal Method is riding Is Just a fancy European word for
the techno music that started in Detroit. The Crystal
Method, like Its more authentic genre-mates the Chemical Brothers, take techno and candy-coat It with rock
and roll and drugged-up industrial grooves. It rocks out,
loud and cocky but without personality. Hopefully will
take a back seat to the thousands of other worthwhile
techno records that have come before it.

• * Try Harder

Classic

Morsel • Static
This double seven inch record (yes. they still press
records) from Ann Arbor's Morsel Is but a snapshot of
their powerful, cathartic live show. At the Black Swamp
festival community stage. Morsel ripped my heart out
with their show, which was more of a orchestral piece
than a rock concert. With the combination of Miriam
Cabrera's soulful vocals with embellishments from her
flute, tape loops to boot, tricky tempo changes, and a
million wanky guitar effects. Morsel has more zeal and
originality than any established band I can think of. And
so close to home. Go see them soon, and hear their seven
Inch on 86.1 An.

You are invited to hear Kann Aguilar-San Juan
present looking for Community: Why It Matters tor Asian American.' Friday. September
12. at 3pm m the Faculty Lounge in the Union.
Sponsored by Asian Communities United

• • • • Well done
The Sundays • Static and Silence
After spending the last five
years making babies and recording
studios, the Sundays are back with
their third and most colorful record.
Unlike their first two records, which
spawned the sneak radio hits
-Love"(1992) and "Here's Where the
Story ends" (1991). the Sundays have
traded In their ethereal, cloudy music
for a more honest sound.
"Summertime", the charming
first single. Is evidence of the maturity
of Static and Silence. The guitars have
lost their fuzzlness: the music Is layered
with horns and strings Instead. Harriet
Wheeler's lyrics have grown from first
person youthful angst to poetic story
telling that gives me goose bumps. And
while I mourn the loss of Harriet
Wheeler's cynicism and playfulness,
her gorgeous, bittersweet vocals make
Static and Silence well worth the five
year wait.

Dr. Octagon • Octagonocologist
Dr. Octagon is not a Joke, but the most fascinating record of this year. I never thought rap mush
that owes Its themes and lyrical imagery to the medical
profession would blow me away. But mix Dr. Octagon (a
pen name for rapper Kool Keith) and his Irreverant talk
of rectums, scalpels. Kurt Cobaln. helmets and outer
space delusions to smart, trip-hop friendly beats and
record scratching straight from 1986. and you've got a
gem that will change your life.

PIP YOU KNOW?
By working just 10 hours each week for 1 month
you could have enough money to:
* Make a car payment
* Pay the monthly rent
* Support your CD habit

By working 3 months or more you could have enough
money to party in Panama City for spring break!
COMB WORK FOR US!
UNIVERSITY University Dining Services is seeking BGSU
DININT
students to work beginning immediately for
SERVICE
Fall and Spring Semester 1997 -1998.
We work around your class schedule. Work as
few as 10 hours, or as much as 20 hours per week.
BGSU The choice is yours!
t
To apply, contact the dining center of your choice
in person or by phone.
Founders Keepers Food Court
Galley Dining Center
Kreischer Sundial Food Court
McDonald Dining Center _
University Union
University Union Catering

372-2781
372-2766
372-2825
372-2771
372-2641
372-6095

CAMPUS EVENTS
•Attention USG Interns*
There witl be an intern meeting Monday Sept.
15th at 7:30pm on the 2nd floor Student Services Bldg Attendance is MANOATOHY.
Questions call Tara.
Attention Seniors!!'
Are you Interested in becoming rhe 1997
Homecoming King or Queen? Applicatons
now avail m the Studenl Actvnm Office. 330
Student Union and are due by: Sept 19. 19B7
at 17 noon.
ATTENTION ORGANIZATIONS
USG Organizational Seat Applications are
Now Available' Pick up at 440 Student Services Bldg. Due Friday. Sept I9rhby3pm
Barbara Bailey Hutchison
Grammy Award Winning Singer
Coming Sept. 1210 University
Union. 7-8:15pm

Print/Poster Sale
9/15-9/16 in Ballroom 10-5pm
9/17 9/igm Community Suite 10-5pm
RECEPTIONI
All Presidents A Advisors of campus organize
Uont are Invited to attend the President/Advisors Reception on Wed. Sept. 17th
at 7:00pm. The reception is n be held in tia
Community Suile. 3rd Floor. University Union,
with President Ribeau presenting the keynote
address. Those attending should RSVP lo the
Office of Student Life by Tuat.. Sept. 16th by
5:00pm. See you therel!
Rock I Roll Hall of Fame Trip
Leave BG at 8:45am, Oct. 18. 1997. (18
w/transportaDon. $14 without. Sign up begin
ninq 9/15 in the UAO office.
RUSH KAPPA ALPHA ORDER
Rush Kappa Alpha Order: 7:30 to 9:30 on the
16th & 17th at the Alpha Gamma Delta House

*"Ru»h Sigma CIV
Rush nighu Sepl I6mand i7iti7 30-9.30pm
Slop by lor pizza and wings!
"•Ruth S-gma Chi'"
i .00 Beer on Weekend*
BojanglM
Alpha PN Alpha Phi
We're learning tie ropM'l
Gel e■ cited lor rhe retreat!
Septemoo' 27-20
ACHI AOII AOII AOII AOII
•AbbyPiwflckl-

Abby. Abby, I know you
Abby. Abby, Can you guaaa who?
Sunday night youll f naUy see
We're Iha bast B"*" lamityll
Do you hava a dua?
Love, your Big?
AOIIAOIIAOIIAOIIAOII
AOH AOII AOII AOII
Line Mans
Posei are Red
Volet* ara Blue
Coma this Sunday
111 bareveaiodeO youl
Lova. Your Big
AOII AOII AOII AOII

RUSH KAPPA ALPHA ORDER

SENIOR PORTRArTS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Starting Mon. Sept. 15 Carl Wolf Studios will be
on campus taking senior portraits from
10am 6pm Any senior graduating in Dec.,
May, or Aug. should schedule an appointment
by calling 1-800-969-1338. Portraits are taken
in 28 West Hall (Basement) and the $6 sitting
fee can be charged through the bursar. A sitting only take* 10-15 mnulee. There is no
committment to buy pictures, and your parents
would love a picture o> youl
Stepping Across Difference
Extending rhe National Dialogues on race.
Come near the Ark Band perform
Fn Sept 12.8pm lo 12am
Eppfer South Gymnasium
Enter through doors lacing decamp Hall
Rubber soled shoes only

For mlo call 3722682

THE KEY YEARBOOK VOLUNTEER MEETING
Anyone interested in working on the yearbook
staff as a witter, editor, photographer, or
graphic designer should attend an informational meeDng on Wednesday September 17 at
9 00pm in 28 West Hall. Schedules are flexible,
work as much or a little as you like. For more intormation call Cindy or Vicky at 372 8635
Tiredol CONVENTIONAL Reality?
Join the BG Gaming Society
-games of all descriptions
Call 2-5064 for details of |ust show up1
222 Ed. Bldg. 6:00pm Fridays

AOII AOI AOII AOII
Lima Kara
I know you
You know ma
By Sunday youl be
In my family I
Lova, Your Big
AOII AOII AOII AOII
AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII
Daar AmandaOnly 2 days to go.
Who is your big,
Only I know.
Hera's a dueOur family raises Iha rood
Alpha Lova, Your Big?
AOII AOII AOII
Lll'Christie.
I know you, you don't know me
We're the best Btg-Ltl pair
to hit BG I
Love, your Big ?
AOII AOII AOII
(UN AOII AOII AOII
Lff HeatherGel excited for Sunday 'cause then you'll find
your true family!
Love, your Big
AOII AOII AOII AOII AOK
Dear Jen Ozello,
You're short, Tm tall.
You're blond, I'm a brunette.
But I know we're a perfect match.
Welcome to the family I
Guess who1

ETHNIC CULTURAL ARTS PROGRAM
Call for Funding Proposals
The Bowling Green State University Ethnic Cultural Arts Program (ECAP) wishes
to announce a university-wide call for funding proposals. As a funding
organization, ECAP sponsors the production of multi-ethnic and multicultural arts
events through a competitive grant request procedure.
All BGSU students, faculty, organizations, and departments are eligible to request
funding through ECAP for ethnic and multicultural arts events. Those requesting
funds are encouraged to keep the following ECAP goals in mind:
•ECAP supports high quality ethnic arts projects Involving professional or student
artists.
•ECAP promotes endeavors that involve audiences across disciplines and across age
and class distinctions.
•ECAP focuses its attention to distribution ol resources among a range of race and
ethnic orientations.
•ECAP seeks broader BGSU community audiences for ethnic events through emphasis
on promotion and planning.
•ECAP supports activities on the BGSU campus and in the city of Bowling Green ;
activities in the wider community can be supported if they cannot in an obvious way to
BGSU and the local community.

The Ethnic Cultural Arts Program invites all campus organizations who are
committed to promoting ethnic and multicultural arts events for the BGSU
community to apply for funding.
ECAP proposal information is available through the BGSU Theatre Office at 322
South Hall, or by calling the theatre at 372-2222. Organizations and individuals
who wish to request ECAP funding can receive assistance in both developing and
writing the proposals by contacting the BGSU Theatre Office.
Deadlines for submitting proposals throughout the 1997-1998 school year are:
•October 1
•November 15
•February 1
•May 1

for events occurring
for events occurring
for events occurring
for events occurring

after October 15
after December 15
after February 20
after May 20

The following individuals make up the Ethnic Cultural Arts Program Committee:
Jacqueline Nathan, Art
Lillian Ashcraft-Eason, History
Angela Nelson, Popular Culture
Brad Clark, Theatre
Ronald Shields, Theatre
David Garcia, Latino Networking Committee
Jack Taylor, Multicultural Affairs
Alberto Gonzalez, Interpersonal Communications
Cindy Heffren, Theatre
David Harnish, Music Composition & History
Dawn Mays, Student Activities
Deana Snavely, Ass. Dean for Academic Affairs
Myra Merrit, Music Performance
Mary Wrighten, Lib/Multicultural Studies
Opportune Zongo, Romance Languages
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AOIIAOIIAOII
Ui' Sara.
Wt main an awesome pair
Only a law mora days.
8y tha way. how's your bad ?l
I cam wail unW Sunday I

ATTENTIONI
Siud.nl. In the Collage ol
Education and Human Development
II you made the
Dean'e Llsi
during Spring or Summer 1997
Please attend a reception
in your honor
Tueaday, September It
44 p.m.
Alumni Room, Union

Leva. Big ?

AOII UI'Melissa AOII
Hate's your B-iifd due:
Rosas are red. violets are blue.
I have blond hair and
big blue eyas tool
AOII Big? AOII

BOSU SWEATSHIRT SALE
FALCON HOUSE SPORTING OOCOS
NOW OPEN-

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS.
Do you have a pan-time |Ob?
Is it related to your major/career goals7
Coma and sea if you quality lor
CO-OP 050
a NO COST transcript notation
Lend CREDIBILITY to your employment
Co-op: 310 SS Bldg • 372-2451 details

CAMPUS LOCATION
•00 E. WOOSTER a S. COLLEGE
FORMER T.O.'S CAMPUS CORNER
352-3365

ERASED
OFF!

E

Fri 7:00 9:30412 rid
Sat Son 1-004:307:00 WO
Mon-1Tiure7^)09-J0

CPR

A 2- liter of pop &/
L
e
*£
$075 (
One $
8
Item expires 9-30-97 //

pfS^^

A BG Tradition" /

Add Breadslicks For Only $2 25 |^

FREE DELIVERY

352-5166

Evening office cleaning. 10-15 hrs. per week
Own transportation required. Call 352 5822
Gymnastics coaches
Mon Wed. 4 9pm, Levels 3 A 4.
Perrysburg Gymnastics @8 M 9383

Wet T-shirt contest
coming soon

Campus Polh/eyes
440 E Court St 352-9638
Inside special:
Any 4" sub. fountain soda and bag of chips
$425
lns»de only

1 bdroom. Irg living area, close to BGSU, 12
mo. lease. $400 maud, util 3521268 after
5pm.

Local market research company looking for
telephone interviewers to partopate in a
nasonaf research protect. Project starts immediately Must be available al least 30 hours a
week (daytime only). Phone interviewing skills
a must If interested please contact'
Havlll A Company
3178 North Republic Blvd.
Toledo, OH 43607
Phone:(419)841-2244
Fax: (419)841-2211
Molten Corp now hiring pi time students fr>
Fall Light inspection A packaging. Flex hrs
Less than 1 btk. from campus $6 00/hr start
pay Call 354 8802 or 354-8703 7am-4 30pm
for more mfp.

Children's Mrade Network Danoe Marathon
Sieetmg Committee Applications ara out'
Coma join tha team that helps make miracles
happen in tha lives of children I
Applications can be picked up at the Dance
Marathon Office in 450 Student Services. Due
back Sept. 15th
QUESTIONS?? Call 372-0530 and ask for
Amy. Julienne. Thad or Jaaon'

G Phi B G Phi B G Phi B
The sister of Gamma Phi Beta congratulate
Holly Vaska on her lavalienng to Kappa &g
ma's Matt Sturgeon
G Phi B G Phi B G Phi B
KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG
The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would tike
to congratulate
.Jenny Burris
on her peaffmg to
Brian Glibkowakl
We are very excited for youl
KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG
Let's goto Cedar Point
9/20/97 Leave BG at 9am

$23 w/ transportation •
$25 w/ transportation
Sign up in UAO office starting 9/2
This IS Bursarablel"
Print/Poster Sale
9/15 9/16 in Ballroom 10- 5pm
9/17-9/19 in Community Smte 10-5pm
Rock & Ron Hall of Fame Tnp
Leave BG at 8:45am. Oct 18. 1997. $16
w/transportation, $14 without Sign up beginning 9/15 m the UAO office.

Howard's Club H
210 N. Main

Do you like working with children? The Wed
evening Kids' Club at Trinity Church. 200 N
Summit St.. is seeking small group leaders and
assistants The Christian group meets weekly
from 6:30 • 7:45pm Two scholarships per sem
are awarded. Transportation available. For
more info, contact Cara at 353-9031

CAMPUS POLLYEYE3
440 E Court Si 35?- 9638
EVERY DAY PIZZA BUFFET
Mon. - Fn. 1 lam - 4pm U 99
Mon. - Fn. 4pm-i0pm A Sat,Sun. $5.99
includes all you can eat pizza, soup o' tha day.
and salad, inside only

Boiangles

Opan 4 pm weekdays • Uxx*) imetonds /

/
/
•/
/
/

Dining Room A Dishwasher Help needed Must
be aval. 2 lunches a week and 1 or 2 evenings
a week Apply at BG Country Club 352 3100

Ind. wanted lor part time help at Belmoni Country Club in Perrysburg. OH. Duties include: bag
shop A pro shop help Pease call 666-1472.
Ask lor Mike

Dime's al Bojangles
Every Thursday Night

can keep your love alive

SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Starting Mon. Sept 15 Cart Wolf Studios wdl be
on campus taking senior portraits from
10am-6pm Any senior graduating in Dec.
May. or Aug. should schedule an appointment
by call i 800 969 1338 Portraits are taken in
28 West HaH (Basement) and the $6 sitting fee
can be charged through the bursar A sitting
only takes 10-15 minutes, there is no committment to buy pictures, and your parents would
love a picture ol youl

Dancers - Now hiring lor the
• 1 Gentlemen's Club in Toledo.
Travel A magazine modeling available
DeiaVu 419-531 0079

Travel Grant Money Is Available
to Study Abroad
Undergraduate students who wish to study
abroad dunng the 1998 spring semester may
pick up proposal forms in the Center lor InternaioneJ Programs (1106 Offenhauer West)
The deadline is September 30 Call 2 0309
with questions

Biggest Dance Floor
in Bowling Green'

Boiangles/New Bar
893 S Mam St

Fed up with the system...

RUSHSIGEP
"All Sport Champs*
'Philanthrophy Champs'
"GAMMA Award'
'Biggest house on campus*
'Beta Champa*
The Relentless Pursuit of Perfection
RUSH SIG EP

Friday, September 12, 1997

Mon-Sal 12-2:30 am
Sun 5-2:30 am

352-9951

Friday
Evolotto, Monkey Chunk, Paper Plate
Saturday
Solid Frog
-ii ^tl
Bands Stan al 10p.m. . „_ s.

• Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball

Good Luck
Alpha Gamma
Delta and
Kappa Alpha with
Flag Football
this weekend
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES, AND HOUSES
109 N. Main St. #H $300.00
117 N. Main St. #4,5 $295.00
134 N. Main St. #4 $295.00
13180 Maple St. Weston #5 $265.00
221 S. Summit $300.00

WANTED

2-3 subieasers needed immediaiely lor 2 bedroom apt Reasonable renl Ca 353 33'5
KOREAN MARTIAL ARTS CLUB
Tae Kwon Do and Hapkido
All students welcome
Call Oan at 353-7274
One female subleaser needed immediately 2
bdrm apt. E. Merry St Call 372-6254

Lawn maintenance.
Pi and fun time hours available
at Knickerbocker Lawns CaU 352 5822

Pa/1 time sales clerk needed for popular family
owned business. Mike's Party Man S Main Si
BG Musi be friendly, neai. honest, dependa
bte. and available weekends See Mike
35? 9259.

FOR SALE
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
Frt-Qinlofmation. Call 410-347.147S
1987 red Nissan Pulsar. Greal cond, lOOK.
AC. T-iops. newer ores, brakes & exhaust
Pt CM to sell. 11600 87?-Q34g/37?.Q<23
Computer Moron Pentium, monilor. extras
Barna.n at $975.352-4549
New Vitamasnr bench weight bar « weights
Cal'352 2623
Sleeper Sola $75. Rediner $15, Dresser and
N'ghistand (so. Microwave $40. Kitchen Table
$15. Desk $25 Ask lor Maria or Bob
669 3393
Tom Mather
Tom Mather's first book
Tha Cheeseburger philosophy
Is now available at SBX.
Bee Gee. and University
bookstores lor $5 00
LIMITED SUPPLY

Vintage guitar $350 • plus 2 Epiphone mom
axs. $300. Plus crate acoustical amp; $550
OBO Call anytime 352 9974
Waterbed. bike, home lurn.. women's clothing,
misc No early sales • don't park m driveway
Sal 8 3 522 S Main
'""*
'85 Pontiac 4-door. runs great. $50O OBO
352 7438

FOR RENT
1 bdrm large furn apt all util Ind. except etectric l-ghis. 352-7454
2 bdrm. apt avail Immediately Furnished or
unfurnished All util includ Call 352-1520

Seeking female subleaser 1998 Spring semester. House located on Troup St (one block
from campus). Live with three other girls Own
fully furnished room. $200>month A utilities
Call 353 9356

Part-time Student Employment
Are you looking for part-time employment of 1S
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus7 Interested m workmg vanous
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc?
Rate ol pay is $5.15 per hour Apply in person
between the hours ol 9am-5pm. Mon.-Fn at:
Advanced Specialty Products, Inc 428 Clough
St BG 43402

Subieasers needed lor 2 bedroom apartment
for Fall and Spring $480/monrh • elec. Call
(216) 835-8692 ask lor Dave.

Play costumed educational characters m
pre-grade schools m (he BG area. Call
614-297-8688

Apt for Renl
1 2-bdrm. turn. $515
2-bdrm unfurn $5i5
1 bdrm unfurn $410

HELP WANTED

Responsible mdiv wauto interested m trans
porting child lo school Please provide ref If Interested call 352-0644 a'rer 5c"

354-6036

Quiet, female, non-smoker, wanted to trve in
family neighborhood close to BGSU & down
town BG. S29QVmo + t/2 util Call 354-0229.

CHILD CARE
E*celleni part time situation
lor organized A loving careperson
Two children (1 in school).
Excellent pay
NEED
references
driving record and
transportation
kvlrom our home
West of BG
Call 252-6154

WASTE-TESTING GUM. research company
seeking gum taste-testers Earn SiOvsampte.
$i000ma*/week.SendSASE to 3010 Wl
sfwe Blvd . Suite »439, LA. CA 90010 Include
Reference Number 3077
After school child care needed m my Perrys
burg home for 9yr old boy A 6yr old g»rl Ref
req 872-21 og
Babysitter needed lor a sweet, playful 4 yr old
girl Thurs eve's, possibly Fn 8 30-3 30.
maybe tome other times Must be responsible,
fun lovmg, energetic & gentle1 Prefer 1 babysit
ter Good pay Good kid Call 352 1237 or
372-7330
Bar Help Evenings 5pm-1am
Mon Fn Call Jeff 288 9465
or 288-2971
Child care needed in Perrysburg home Reliable car references required. Tues and Thurs.
Call
3720180
or
email:mlaurerv@bgnet bgsu edu

SPRING BREAK) Earn FREE Travel Highest
Commissions Jamaica, Cancun. Bahamas.
Barbados, Panama City. Daytona, Puerto
R-co. Padre A morel FREE Parties. Drinks and
Eats FREF Info Packet SunSplash Tours
1 800 426 7710
SPRING BREAK) Outgoing individuals sell 15
A go FREE. Cancun. South Padre. Mazatian.
Jamica. South Beach FL Guaranteed Best
Prices
1-800-SURFSUP.
www.studenteipress com
Telephone interviewing, part-time, no selling,
relaxed atmosphere, mostly evenings A week
ends, flexible scheduling, in Perrysburg.
874 5847
Van Driver. Pan time position to provide irans
Donation to and from sooai service agency
Must be between the ages of 21 65. have a valid Ohio driver's license and an excellent driving record. Submit resume to P.O. Box 738.
Bowling Green. OH 43402.
Wanslaff positions now available at private
country club m Maumee. If interested please
call 865-2393 and ask tor Dan. We will work
around your sr.r'fvr.-p
Wanted 100 students Lose 8 lOOibs NewMe
taboiism breakthrough
Dr. recommended
guaranteed $30cost Free gill
1 800 856 0916

2 bedroom 2 bath apartments for rent Cad
Wnthrop Terrace for details 352-9135
3i 7 N Summit-A vail able immediately. Large 4
BR. 2 bath house w/ basement. Musi have
mm. of 4 unrelated people Rent collected
quarterly. Sec dep. A parent guarantee Ten
ana pay all util. Mm. 12 mo lease only local
Owners Can 354 2654

Avail tmmed - i bdrm apt. $300/mo 957 i/2
Prospecl Call 353 0325
Subteaser needed @ Summit Terrace apis 1
bdrm. AC. carpeted, transportation to and
from campus. Laundry facilities, and living
rm furn avail @ a 1 time add. cost Call Sean
0352 6408

9QHAQ8
'Bfokedou* *Pa/act
Alternative Clothing
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry
• Imported Cigars • Clove
Cigarettes • Incense • Unique
Candles • Glass Curios 'Tapestries
• Stickers • Posters
• 200+ Tees
445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11-9 Sunday 12-6
352-3306

Work at home Make great money Be your
own boss For details send SASE to
V_
IR.P
403 N MnnaA.BG OH 43402
Youth workers, part time youth instructors
needed with the coordination, supervision, and
organization of youth recreational, crafts, athletics md educational programs Worn
wryoui-i oetween the ages of 7 A 17 yrs old.
College background pre*. 23 28 hrywk Call
874-4529 a'ter ipm

Cinemark Theatres

John Newlove
Real Estate

0 CINEMA 5 fiSi"nd
1234 N. Main SI. 354-0558

The Game (R)
1:20 4:20 7:00 9:45

GO DGSU
Deaf

Air Force One (R)
1:45 4:30 7:15 10:00
Fire Down Below (R)
1:00 3:15 5:30 7:50 10:15

osu

HerailosGeorgeoltheJL«igte(PG)
200 730

352-6553
319 E. Wooster

'Copland (R)
1:30 7:20 9:55
■Sneak preview orti&CU" Sat at
L
720. Stay* see Copetend
Box Olfice opens at 4:00p.m

■ ■3'J1G7)a»«

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES AND HOUSES
843 Sixth St. #7 $450.00
326 N. Findley, Portage, Brand New!! $550.00

NEWI9VE

September 12th & 13th
Olscamp 111
8& 10pm
$2.00 or Bursar
Questions call 2-7164

Rentals

SJnueniing ine
'«"*!

HOIiaiNQ

o*>t»on r ,,-, , ,

328 S. Main St.
(our only office)
352-5620

ABBOTTS

2L K
T to

